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I. STA'fEf.miNT OF THE PROSI.,EM 
This experimental study concerned tachistoecop1c 
drill of fourth grade bas i .e reading vocabulary ,.,1. th 
meaning aseoe1at1on, and the ettect ot the training on 
(l) rapid word. ,reoogn1t1on, (2) word meaning, (J) speed 
in reading, and (4) reduction ot reading errore. 
Il. REVIEW' OF RESEARCH 
II During World War II, Renshaw's ta¢h1stoecopic 
experiments have been a tocal point ot interest in the 
tield ot visual perception. He devised visual-torm 
training techni.quee by means ot the tlash exposure 
instrument and tound the method a useful contribution 
in Naval Aviation tor rapid and accurate !.dentit'1cat1on 
ot airplanes. 
The vieua:L-torm training techniques that \'lere used 
during \'/orld War II were applied at the new Pentagon's 
Reading Improvement Laboratory. Air torce ot't1cere are y . 
trained to improve .reading speed by the use of 'th$ 
ta.ch..1stoaoope and the t'ead.1ng r ate controll.er. After 
Srunuel Renshaw. "The Visual Perception and 
Repl:'oduct:ion ot Forms by Taoh1e.tos·c,opio Methods, 11 
Journal .2! Psyoholosz:, Vol~ 20 • 1945, p. 230. 
Au'thor Unknown. 11 ImproYe Reading Speed, 1 
Science News L~tter, Vol. 56, July 16, 1949, 
pp . 33-~ ..... 
six weeks or tra1h1ng, officers have improved their 
speed on an average or 50% to 60~. 
A program of perceptual training in the primary 
grades ot Bexley, Ohio, was r~ported by MaoLatchey, 11 
who states, "The theory underlying this training· 1s 
that through practice with as nearly meaningless 
material as can be found, during very brief exposures, 
it is possible to improve the individual's ability to 
see visual form." Although other techniques were used 
on the Bexley Reading study, visual perception train-
ing with short exposure was considered a vital part of 
the program. 
The need for training pupils and adults to recog-
nize words accurately and r apidly are concerned· by 
many in the educational field. It is apparent that 
perceptual training is necessary but opinions vary re-
garding the use of mechanical reading devices in a 
classroom situation. 
!!/ Beery claims that mechanical devices employed for 
rapid word recognition are not necessary for the read-
Josephine H. MacLatchey. "Bexley Reading $tudy, 1 
Educat1onal Research B,ullet1n, Vol. 25, No. 6, 
September 18, 1946, p. 142. 
Althea Beery. . "Devttlopment of Reading 
Vocabulary and l'lord Reoogn1 tion, • Forty-Eighth 
~ ~ook .Q! lh!!. National Society g! Education, 
Part ff\'The University of Chicago Press, Chicago 
37, Illinois, 1949), p. 180. 
2 
ing class. However, she bel ieves e, fl a.shmeter may help 
the very s lm1 s.nd dis couraged reader. She advocates an 
extens ive 't-Tell mot1 va teu reading p rogram of f amilia r 
voca bula ry. 
il 
\vh1pple reports ther~ i s an opinion tha t the use 
of read ing instruments serve bes t in a zoeading labora-
tory or a psychologica l clinic, and tha t the objection 
to the us e of thes s techni ques in a r egula r cla.ssroom 
i s b ec aus e they rep resent an ar.t i fici a l re.ading s i tua-
tion 1'T1 t h no appe.rent bette r I'eRul ts t h.9.n t hat of t he 
ordina r y classroom teacher techn:t que. 
g) 
Cattell sta tes , 11 Reading i s one of the largeqt 
f actors in our modern life, but a t t he s ame t ime a 
thoroughly l:l.rtificia l act. 14 
v 
Rens h.9:t·T1 s recommendations for t achistoscopic train-
ing i s express iv~ly phras ed rrhe n he says : 
§./ 
11 1'/e have to lea rn t o see jus t as -re have to 
learn to s t1im, to p l ay the piano, or to s p eak 
French . (Seeing} can be done Ni th skill a.nd 
Gertrude iVhipple. '; Desirable Materials, 
Fr-tci l i t l es , a.n(l Resources f o r Reading , it 
Forty-Eighth !ear Book .Q.f the Na tional SocietY 
of Education, PA.rt-n-(The University of Chicago 
Press , Chicago 37, Illinoi s , 1949), p . 162 . 
J. 14. Cattell. 
and Brain n :Sr-a.ln 
· I · I 
11 The !nertin. of the Eye 
Vol. 8, 1886, p. 306. 
1/ Sanmel RensheJ-.r . t~ · ·· ee1ng as a Hc.bit, ;' 
Psycholos7 £!Vision, Vol. l, No. 5, Februa ry, 
1940, p. J. 
efficiency or it c.rtn be done haltingly, and 
1neffecti vely. 11 
§./ •• 11 See1ng to be effec t ive mus t be unit ary, 
coherent, and fluent. Perceptual training 
by t achistoscopic methods enforces from the 
first t his theoretically sound pr actice." 
2.1 Gray Claims , "Primary teachers do give training 
in perception by means of the so called 'flash cards', 
but such work should be extended and more accurately 
controlled. 11 He feel s that some provision could be 
desirably made H'hereby a simple apparatus be used "to 
enable the teacher to control the time of exposure.u 
10/ 
Bustiell beli·evee, "The chief values to be gained 
from t achistoscopic exercises are (a) reducing the 
duration of the fixation pauses or (b) t'fidening the 
span of recognition, tha t i s , increasing the number of 
words recognized in a single eye fixation.n He claims 
that t achistoscopes e.re superior to flash cards for 
this reason. 
Present day methods in reading depend much on the 
Samuel Renshaw. 
Psychologx, p. 218. 
Q.li· cit. , Journal of 
................ ==-
Clarence T. Gray. 11 Types of Reading 
Ab111t1es as Exhibited through Tests and Labora-
tory Expe;riments, It Supplementary Educe.tion~,l 
Monogre.Dhs , Vol. 1, No. 5, Augus t 29, 1917. 
C'rhe University Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois), 
p. 144. 
G. ~r . Buswell. 11 PerceDtuR.l Research and 
Me thode of Learning, 11 The Uo1enti:f'ic 1-1onthly, Vol. 
64, June, 1947, p. 522e 
investigators• fi ndings in the field of percep tion. The 
nature of p ercep tua.l abili ty i n re:'1ding has become a 
controversial m.'Ottter. Authorities d iffer on the ques -
t ion vThether 1-re recogni ze words as 1holes or by certain 
letters and :rord elements . 
The firs t s ignificant s tudies were those of 
11/ 
Ce.ttell Hhich app eared about 1885. He expos ed letters , 
phras es , and sentences by mea.ns o f a f a ll chr onomet er, 
a nd found that t...re do not perceive by succes sive letters 
but by T.,rords , phr as es, a nd sentences. 
12/ 
Erdma nn and Dodge- also believe that t-mrds are 
p,ercei ved. n.s units , a lthough th~y do not deny that 11rord 
forms a re conditioned by certa in domina nt letters. 
Ul 
Dearborn stated, 11 I~etters a nd 'TN"Ords fre quently 
and regula rly found together t end to be formed by long 
associations into one com})lex liho l e for 1vhich certa in 
elements a re selected a~ cues.» 
~I 
Payne cla i med , liThe type of error made ••• tha t i s , 
ll/ J. 1-1. Ca ttell .• 
312. 
QQ· ill·, Bra in, pp . 295-
B. Erdmann und R. Dodge. 11Visua l Apprehension e.nd 
Perception in Heading , n Reviewed by TilL'I{er, Miles 
A. , Paycnological Bulletin, Vol. 26 , 1929, p. 233 . 
\val ter F. Dearborn. ~ Psychology of Reading , 
Columbia Univers ity Contributions to Philosophy 
and Psychology, Vol. lL~, No. 1, p . 131. 
Cass ie S. Payne . · The Derivation of Tenta-
tive Norms for Short Exoosures in Reading; Harvard 
University Pr'ess, 1930, pp. 58-]9. 
5 
't·.rhether the resp ons e to a '[.mrd i s another vrord similar 
i n s hape , in initia l letter, in fina l syllable, or in 
idea. --- dep ends bo th · u::~ ol'l. the t·rord in ques tion a nd the 
child' s f a milia rity with it.~ 
!.21 
Bowden p~esented tvords right side up a nd several 
minute s later ups ide down. She says, ''It \-.rould seem 
tha t t h e child sees the word a s a vrhole and recognizes 
it up side dOi·rn , Jus t ns h e ~.vould :recognize a toy up-
side dmvn. 11 In ~ second e :x:periment, th!'? letters "'ere 
cha nged into d ifferent p a.rt s of the 1~1ord ~ri thout losing 
the general configura tion; for example, lfmittens 11 Has 
c h a nged to 11nettims'1 • In the third experiment a letter 
I tvas s ubstituted in the 1-rord; for exa.mplP., '111h&c 11 for 
11 111nc 11 , thus p res erving th~ same cnnfigura tion . From 
thes e experiments the t'ollm.ving conclusion vm s derived: 
''The children s au the word a s 11holes Rnd , '~~>Thile not 
cons cious of the p os ition of the p a rts , were cons cious 
of their u resence or abs ence. 11 
.. 16/ 
Gates and Boeker f a iled t o find e. ny 1t yne of 
t4fordshape irlhich is consta ntly ea sy or h nrd to learn. 11 
Jos ephine H. BoTvden. 11 Le qrning to Re ad , 11 
ElementP.~.ry School Te .. cher, Vol. 12, September, 
1911, pp . 21-33-
Arthur I. Ga te s , and 
Elois A Boeker. 11 A Stucl.y of In1 t1a l 
Sta!"e s in Rea ding by Pre- School Children , 11 
Tea chers College R.ecord , Vol. 24 , November, 1923, 
p. 476. 
Another theory was revealed by Goldscheider and 
l1J 
Muller who claimed that word recognition was dependent 
on certain letters or letter combinations and the f a-
miliari ty of the 1·rord.. They round that certain letters 
may be omitted from a word and yet may be recognized .• 
These certain letters omitted were called the 11 ind1tter-
ent• ones, while the others that remained were the 
•determ1n1n,-" ones. 
18 lil 
Huey - -and Pillsbury maintained tha t the in1 t!B.l 
letter or complex letters of a t•rord have more value in 
perception than those that form the ending. 
w Messmer ·placed his learnP.rs into t~.,o ca. tegories 1 
the objective and the subjective. The fo~er perceived 
the dominant parts ot the word. The field of fixation 
was rather narrow. This type made very few errore and 
were usually slow readers. The l a tter type , most common 
A. Goldsohe1der, and 
R. E. ~t~uller. · "Zur Psy1ologie und 
Pathol()g1e des Leeson, .. Reviewed by Huey, Edmund 
B. , The Pszoholp~ and ~eda.gogz _g! Rea.d111g, 
MacMlllan, 1908, .ha.pter 5- · 
Edmund B. Huey. Ibid., pp . xv1 + 470. 
W. B. Pillsbury. 11 A Study In Apperception," 
American Journal 2! ~sychologz, Vol. 8, 1897, PP~ 3lS-<l9):. . . 
Oeka.r Messmer. nzur Psychologle des 
Lessens be1 Klnder.n und Erwa.ohe~nen, 11 R@V1sed by 
Tinker, M. A-, Psychological F.aulletln, No. 26, 
1929' p.. 235· 
7 
a .e ng child r en ~. nd adults J p ('!~C e i v~d the 1-rord .!".~ !?:.. Hhole. 
They Tv("re ap t to be r apid r~nd l';'r n but m2.de more errors 
becaus e thAy relte1 much unon the gueaeing f~ctor. 
21/ . 
Ga tes noted from his findings in a s tudy of defects 
in vi s ion Rnd visu!l.l p erception A.mong chil dr en , t ha t 
" there i s no 1g~neral pe rce})tual n.billty 1 but ma ny 
relatively specific abilities f or npecific items , " s uch 
ns words , letters , and numbers . 
22/ 
Book maint~in t hat p~rcept i on a nd recogni t ion of 
p rinted l a nguage syMbols i s a develop ing procees, 1-rhere-
by on the ve ry lm level, recognition of letters e.nd 
part s of wo r ds ~re perceived. At a l a t e r s t a ge of 
d evelopHtent , the lee.rner c a n npp rehend the me~n1ng of 
s ever .l \•Jor.is and re .':ldily combine them into phras es 9.nd 
s ente nces . The mR.ture rea.der >-uill note the key T•rords in 
a oentence Rnd t he ltey s entence i n a par agr aph. 
nJ 
Huey sta tes tha t the genera l c onfi gurat ion of a 
rord i s t~. euffici ?. n t cue t o 1 t s recogn~- tion for the 
mature rea d e:r. Ni th unfamilinr u oras , C El!"t~_ in l et ters 
Arthur I. Gates. 
~ Spellinf' rr e a chers 
Educ a tion , Ne;.r York: 
Univers ity , 1922 ), No . 
'11he Ps~chologY 2f. Reading 
College ontributions to 
Te ~cher8 College , Cnlumbia 
129, pp . 20- 37 -
\V'i lli ~m 1? . Book . 11 The Develo.)ment o:f Higher 
Orders of Percep tual Habit s in Reading , 11 .Journa l 
.Qt. Educationa +., Research , Vol . 21 , No. 3, 1-farch , 
J.9JO , p . 164. 
nJ Edmund B. Huey. ££· £!1., p . 102-16. 
. P.y be 1 erc ei vecl b!'!'fore t hP. ~~holP. '·.:ord i s knm-m. 11 It 1G 
evi dent, 1' he conclude s , " th'"\ t uP. r end by phr:1.e ea , 1-mrds, 
or l e t t er s , .'lfJ v tl! .. e:>y f~ E> rve our pur :r oce bes t. 1' 
I nves tiga t ors , in the 1 n:3 t, h P..Vfl> been conce r ned 
mos t ly ~1/' i th e:rperi men t G r ol 1:1.t i ng t o t he nntur>e of t,rord 
perc ep t ion . Di gits , geometric fo rms 1 l e tte r n , -~nd 
meP.ninglesn ~,ro rdr1 cm •. ;)r i ~J e !l mont of t h e oubjec t matter. 
Thi s pres ent exper:tment P.. l study f'urtherEl other 
a i d t o quick 1 erce~tion. 
I II . SUMIJIARY 
Opinions differ on the ma tter• of the pract1c E~.­
bi11ty and efficiency of t he t achis toscope for a class-
room reading s itua tion. Some believe that mechanical 
reading devices s erve their bes t purpose in a reading 
~ . 
l aboratory or a psychological clinic, and that the 
r .esul t s obt a1nec1 n.re no hPtter tha n the teacher tech-
nique. Others believe tha t a aimple short expos ure 
appa.r .:J. tus i s s uperior to the f lRsh ca rd methori because 
· it can be accur a tely controlled f or t he pu rpos e of 
train i ng to 1. ~Y'c ~1 ve ~mrds at a s 1ngl e fixnt~ .. on . 
I nvest i gRt ora do not agree on a ny decisive theory 
concerni ng the n<1 ture of perceiving nnd :re- cogni z i ng 
,..,ords . I t .:!. .~ ev id.e nt t h a t 1 or d form i s a Yery i mportant 
factor i n vi sual p erception, but uhe t her w·e perceive 
t...rortls P...S n ;-:hol e or depe nd on CP.!''G~.in ch,~.racter:tstica 
for ap9rehens ion is a matter of discuss i on. 
;Jome authorit ie ~ believe t hat the fami liarity of 
the Hord depends much on hou a ·V"or•d 1s perc e ived , that 
i s , a child ma.y reacl T,iord 1vhole13 ·ri th far. ilia r mn.to r 1a l 
and us e f:ln analyticr-d techni que for unfamili::u• materiecl. 
It s eems that thA rw.ture of percep tion depen s en-
tirely on the l ee.r ner tvho er,lpl oys the method tha t serves 
him the bes t res ults f or tha t particula r s itua t ion. 
1 0 
OHAP':ER II 
PROCEDURE AND GENERAL PLAN 
CHAPTER II 
I. GENERAL P~AN 
This experiment ooncerned ~ach1stoscopio drill of 
:rourth grade basic l'ea.d1ng vocabulary with meaning 
a.ssoo1ation, and the ettect or the t~aining on .(i) rapid 
word · reoogn1~1on, (2) word meaning,"()) speed in ·rea.d1ng, 
and (4) xoeduotion ot :reading er:t'Ors. 
II~· TEACHING MATERIALS 
Thi!t tachistosooplo 1nstrumen'C used in this eXperi-
ment \'laS a small lantern slide with an attaoh&d :t'lasb-
Jae,er. The shutter was .calibrs.ted tor the tollowing 
e~osu:E"es: T1tne, Bulb, 1/2,, l/.$0, and l/100 ot a 
second. A rotating disk, with tt.ro places for insertion 
o.t slides, permitted greater exped1eno;v 1n maneuvering 
the expOs\ires. A word tor ea.eh al1de was typed on white 
cellophane with red earbon .paper. 'l'h.ree hundred. slides, 
2tt x 21 , were required tor the exercises and one hundred 
slides tor 1;he 1ntormal tests. 
· 'the vocabUlary was selected :rrom the tollowing tou~th 11 . zj 
grade readers: 'l'imes and Plaoes, .c Let's Look Around, 
Willie~ S. Gray, and 
May Hill Arbuthnot. Times and Plao.es- New York; 
scott, ·Foresman and Cc)mpany 1 I9~ mi'7 . pp. 
Arihu;, I •. Gates, and 
Jean A1,r~ ·Let's Look Aroqn~~ New 
York: The MacMillan Company, 1m;" 4o.:s pp. 
11 
-----~1 
I 
I 
11 
and Distant Dool"'t\fays. Thle selected list l'm.s checked tor 
frequency count ti1 th the Boston University Fourth Grade 
!±/ 
Reading Clinic L1et a nd the DurrP-ll .... Sullivan Fourth Grade 
. . . :21 Remedial R~ad1ng Vocnbulal!'Y. \fords that did not cheek 
with these two lists "ttiere dtaoe.rded. 
The selected tourth gr ade bAsic vocabulary comprised 
the following words; 
addition banana bolt 
anchor 'bandage bonnet 
ane1ent banquet boots 
ant battery borrow 
anxious beaver bound 
apron beet bo-w 
argue beet brake 
aunt birch breeze 
autumn bitter bridge 
aviator blaze broad 
bacon blizzard bumblebee 
Nila .Banton Sm1tb. and 
Stephen F. B.a.yne. Distant Doorways, New York: 
Silver Burdett Company, 1.947, 4GO pp . 
---------, Boston University Fourth {h-ad$ Reading Clinic List; Boston Un1vers1t7 
a~ad1ng Olin1o. 
Donald D. Durr~ll, and 
aelen 6la1r Sull ivan. . Imp~oYeme~t of Basic Reading 
A.b111t1es, Yonkers-on-Hudeonl Wol"'ld BOok Oompan;y, 
1940, pp . 360-369. 
12 
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I 
II 
I 
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1'3 
bumper conductor decay 
bundle cookies deck 
butterfly cotton decorate 
buyer COlitTboy dentist 
ca bbage co,,rcatcher difficult 
caboose cowslip doctor 
caddy crab drag 
calm cranberries dressmaker 
ca nyon crawl duak 
cardinal cra zy eagle 
ca reful creek elephant 
cash creep elm 
ca te rpillar cricket enemy 
cement cucumber engineer 
che p ·cure evil 
cherry curly fe athers 
chew· cushion fend-er 
cloak cus t a r cl fern 
close daisy file 
cloucly dandelion fir 
clump dangerous firs t 
coe.l darn flies 
cockpit dash freight_ 
collect dawn frovm 
comfort able dea th funnel 
l l-!-
furl < us horse r.ai et 
gale hurricnne mocc asin 
gentle huob e.nd moist 
gira ffe i dl e mosqui t o 
Gl ance i mita te moth 
gla re inn mounta i n 
go l de nrod j ack munch 
goFn j R.n:t t or murder 
gr . .,.c e f ul jello rnuskrat 
grape j ungle nails 
gras shopper kee::. nap 
grief key nea t 
grip ls~rl~ needle 
hail l e.s eo nibble 
hrtl t leap nurs e 
h a.m lemon ocean 
hammer license Odd 
hands ome lil y officer 
hangar lobs tE-r onion 
harbor maple oppOF.:I i te 
ha re mas t otter 
hnrrn mA. ttress pa.l rn 
ht;~.s teh medicine pansy 
hrtUl melon p&r~lchute 
hood mink parrot 
1 c: 
pastry quA en scisso:rc 
.._ asture :r.~.ccoon s c rem'lri ve r 
::J F' fl.I" ra it:tto r 138.?.1 
perch r . di8.h sepn.rnte 
pe rform rnge s hady 
p ickle l"ll t n bo~r•· shallow 
p ie r apid shark 
p ier repnir shirt 
p illm·i . r obin shiver 
p ins rock ehol;-e r 
P~- t y rop,e signP.l 
plum rude sil~nt 
p ltu:J e rueh skunk 
p lung e s:::tc . ~ sleet 
pork saddle ~11 .. per 
porthole :=·, .ilor slumber 
nota to SF" le>sman smooth 
pound salmon en~dl 
p r e.irie salt s n._ tch 
p re8.che r s a.use.ge soak 
p resident SB.i'lf eook 
p ri c- cess sc;-... mper 8011 
p ropeller care sorrow 
pullm:~.n s c .'J tter speed 
quail L'lC ~onery 8pider 
sponge 
spring 
square 
squash 
squat-r 
s queeze 
stale 
stare 
s teel 
stern 
stocking 
stork 
s tream 
strike 
s tupid 
sturdy 
succeed 
sweater 
t a r 
t ask 
thermometer 
thimble 
thread 
thrifty 
tide 
timber 
tomato 
tremendous 
trout 
turnip 
turtle 
urge 
va lley 
vanish 
voyage 
walrus 
t;,rarrior 
1..raves 
tveal thy 
wheel 
woodchuck 
11reck 
t-1any of the investigations in visual perception '-rere 
rela ted to the na ture of percep tual ability. Digits, 
letters, and meaningless words composed most of the 
subj ect matter. The investi gators were less concerned 
with the area rela ting to meaning ass ociation as an aid 
to quick perception. 
The exercises in this experimental s tudy t..rere 
p rima rily concerned wi th ass ocia ting meaning to each 
1.,ord expos ure as a conducive stimulant to rap i d per-
ception. 
16 
21 
Hildreth claims : 
"Although learning vocabulary meanings and 
recognizing w·ords a re related skills , they are 
. actually t 1vo different abilities. A pupil 
might recognize a lvord and be abl e to pronounce 
it without knowing its meaning. On the other 
hand , he might understa.nd a spoken word and 
yet not recognize it in print . For this 
reason, 't'1'0 rd recognition and vocabulary mean-
i.ng should al11ays be rela ted. 11 
Betts~tates, "One of the most importa nt factors 
con~ributing to word recognition is tha t of word mean-
~ 
ing. 11 
§I 
On the same area of discussion, Durrell believes, 
11 If meaning is not present, learning to pronounce a word 
quickl y is merely the producti on of a non-sense con-
glomeration of sounds." 
In order to p romote a vigorous and stimulating 
p rogram for advancing rapid lvord recognition by use of 
meaning clues , the exercises in this experiment classi-
fled three hundred words under a va riety of headings 
pertinent to certain elements . No particula r pattern 
v 
Gertrude Hildreth. 11 Reading Programs In 
Grades II and I!I, 11 ~ lt..,orty-Eighth Yearbook of 
The Nationa.l Socie ty for the Study of Education, 
Part II, {'rhe ''University of Chicago Press, 
Chicago 37, Illinois, 1949), ChapterS, p . 119. 
Emmett Albert Betts. The Prevention and 
Correction .Qf. Reading, Ne-vr York: Rov.r , · Peterson, 
and Company , 1936, 207 pp . 
Donald D. Durrell. Improvement 2!, Basic 
Reading Ab111 ties, New Yorlc: · 1oT6rld Book Company , 
1940, p . 16). 
1? 
'ttas follmJed in the selection of the VRrious ca tegorical 
groups. 'l'he main object "t,ras t o classify the 1..rords into 
s uch groupings tha t mi ght prove to be colorful and inter-
esting to children. 
2.1 
Hayaka:,rR. clo.irns, 
• • • 
11 
'iha t H'e cal l things and \vhere 1e dr a 1 the 
line between one class of things . nd another 
depend upon the interes t s we have a nd the 
purpos es of the classifica tion. For example, 
animal s a re classified in on~ \vay by the meat 
industry , in a different way by the lea ther 
industry , in another w1y by the fur indus try, 
and in a different vay by the biologist . None 
of these class ifica tions is any more fina l 
than any of the others ; each of the m is useful 
for its puruose. 11 
10/ - " 
Beery suggests thnt the teacher "Provide modera te 
use of exercis es in clas sifying words grm·Ting out of the 
childrens' reading and observed ne eds , such as class ify-
ing words according to meaning , e. g., animals, helpers, 
homes , etc. 11 
'rhe ty, es of exercises admi ni s tered in this experi-
mental s tudy fere a s follom : 
l. 
2./ 
J:l ... i ve exercises t..ri th contextual clues follm·red by a 
'l'rue - 1'-.alse 1>tord meaning check . 
S. I. Hnyaltat1a. Language ln. Action , Ne:trr 
York : Harcourt , Brace and Company , 19~~1, · 
pp. 151-54. 
Althea Beery. 11 Development of Reading 
Vocabula ry nnd Word Recognition. 11 !Q! Forty-Eighth 
Yearbook of the National Society ~ ~ Study Q! 
~ucation, Part II (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press , Chicago J7, Illinois, 1949), pp . 172-192. 
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Exa mple: 
Clue given by instructor 
Sometimes after a shower we see a ---
~lord fl ash -- r n. inbow. 
Children wrote ''T'1 for true or 11 F11 for f a lse. 
- · 
2 . Five exercis es tvith rhyme clues follo ed by a t..rord 
classification check. Classified headings were 
expl ained at the beginning of the lesc on. 
Example: 
Clue given by instructor ---
,'ford number one rhymes vri th aleep. 
Word flash --- creep. 
Children wrote "S" for slow or tlF" for fas t. 
~ ...,.___ 
3· Ten exercises on antonyms a nd synonyms . Word clues 
were either the a ntonym or synonym of words flashed. 
Example: 
Clue given by instructor --- poor. 
\'lord flash --- weal thY. 
Childr en v-Trote tlsu for same or '1D11 for different . 
4 . r.een exercises Hi th no :orevious clue to words ex-
posed. Classified headings tvere eXplaine d A.t the 
beginning of the less on. The children checked the 
Hord under the c a tegory to "t'lhich it belonged. 
Example: 
The instructor told the children tha t the words 
1.vere about 1'11'a ter anim~.ls 111 i th fur or "t-Ti th shell. 
If the a nima l had fur, the chil'<i'ren tvrote 11 F'1 and 
the animal Hith shell WA.s rep resented by the 
letter 11 .S 11 • 
1ford flash beaver (Anst-rer- F). 
\-ford flash --- tu!'tle ( AnsHer - S ). 
III. SELECTION OF PUPILS 
The s election of pupils for t h e control e.nd exper1-
mental groups were based on the obtained intelligence 
quot ients, chronolog ica l ae;;es, sta.nd t:~.rdi z ed reading 
achievement tests , and informal tests in 1•Jord p ercep-
tion, word meaning , and oral reading. 
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!' 
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IV. DESCRIPTION AND ADMINISTRATION OF TESTS 
: . I . .. · . . . . w 
The Kuhlma.nn-Anderson Intelligence Tests were a.d-
m1n1etereo. n.nd s cored by the Child Study Ciinie. The 
' lU . 
Du;rrell-S'ull1van Reading Ach1.ev~ment Tests, Form A and B,. 
were gi.ven 'by ~he classroom teachers and: scored by the 
1nvest1ga.t'or of this exper1m~nt. The to·llow1ng informal 
tes t s l.·Tere also a.dm1n1et~red and s cored by the 1nvest1-
gator: 
1. Visual Perception T~ste (Group ), T·ype A and B. 
These t l i O testa wel'e comprised ot fifty words each, 
s elected fJ:Oom the vocabulary to be us ed tor the tra.1n1ng 
program. T:he t~ords are not ident,.c a.l on both tests , but 
are s imilar in ehape. Type A and B teste were used 
alternately in each group eo that one halt h ad one torm, 
and the other halt the aeaond form. On the tests were 
multiple choice items containing the stimulus words and 
other d1stra.at1ng words simila r 1n l~ngth and configura ... 
t1on; but varying 1n degree or ditticulty. The children 
wrote the number thnt ~epresent~d the word they thought 
was tlashed on the screen. The metho~ ot exposure was 
performed 1n a rhythmlo manner. Example; 
F. Kuhlmann, e.nd 
Rose G. Anders·on. Kuhlma.nn-Anderson lntell1-
genee '.rests, New l:ork: Coopemt1ve Teet Service, 
Educational Test Bureau. 
Donald D. Durrell, and 
Helen !!lair Sull1Tan. Rea.ding Achievement Teet, 
Form A. and 5, Ionkere-on .. Hudson, . New York= \'lorld 
Book Company, ·1937. 
/ 
Rendv Co.9.us e) 11/atch (1-•!Drd. flllshed} (paus e - p aus e -
paus e) -~ · 
The children checked the s timulus Herd during the three 
silent paus es . ~'Thrn the ins t r•uc tor Bai d : "Ready 11 , the 
ch1ldrens 1 eyes were watching for the next word . This 
test took about fifteen ~inute s to adminis ter. 
r.l..1he err ora _.made by the childr en on these tests did 
not appea r to follow a ny particula r patte rn. The great-
es t numbe r of errors made v.rere on the tollo~ving 1 terns : 
(1) hall {2 ) ~ ( 3) bail 
(1) stock ( 2 ) sto rm ( 3 ) gtorli: 
(1) s tudy (2 ) s tea.dy ( 3) s turdl 
(1) shifty (2) thirty (J ) t hrift;t: 
(1) single ( 2 ) s ickle ( J ) s igna l 
(1) bondage ( 2 ) baggage ( 3 ) b l?.ndage. 
The l eas t errors made by t he children were on the 
fol l mdng items : 
{1) f ancy ( 2 ) .12an.s;y: { 3 ) candy 
(l) lumber ( 2 ) bumner ( 3) slumber 
( l) pound (2) pout (3 ) found 
(1) sca tter (2) spl'l.t ter (J) s camper 
( 1) autonyn ( 2 ) autumn ( 3 ) antonym 
(1) s tupendous {2} tremendous (3) momentous . 
2. lvo rd. Meaning 'l'e8tr~ (Gr,1up) , 'fyp e A and B. 
Theae t wo t este consi s ted of the sarn e words aa 
thos e us ed in t he VieuRl Perception 'rests . The mEmner 
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of p res enting th~m ·m:~ s i dent1cnl 1·ri t h th~ f' i rH t informal 
testA. AR t he word v~e fl~she~ , th~ c hild r en wrote the 
number rep r esenting the mea ning selected on ea ch mul tip le 
choice i t em. More time was needed for t h i s teet bec Ruse 
the children hHd to Hmp loy t t•lO dif f erent skt l ls , r ecog-
niz ing t he Nord ·a nd interpret ing i t . 1'i Me of expos ure 
for ea ch word was 1/25 of ~ s econn . Thi s teu t took 
a bout t lventy minut ee t o adminis ter. 
The errors in me a ni ng were not enumerated b eca us e 
there Has a question in r ega r d to vThether the error wa.s 
due to the f act tha t t h e child d i d not k no•·J w-hn t t h e vJOrd 
expos ed mea nt or Hheth er he HA.s not f amiliA-r '-if1 t h the 
particula r meaning t he i nv es tigator us ed in t h e t es t. 
The same meanings were used AS t hos e of the books from 
1~hich they l·rere selPc t ed . 
J. I ndividue.l Ora l Reacting Tes t s , rrype A .nd B. 
Th ese t#o t es t s were eRch R short s t ory compos ed of 
three hund red tvo rds. Thi rty-three ivords fro m the 
selec ted voc abulary were ins ~ rted in each form. The 
pup il 1...re.s t im ed P..nd. check ed f or e r r ors . The e ntire story 
was read. \iord .errors ~rere cl.!, so i f i .ed as omi ss ions , in-
sertions, s ubot i t u tions , mi s p r onuncia tions , neglecting 
tO StO:p a. t :p Priods 1 a nd 'ITOI'dS p r onounced fo r t h e rec der. 
Ave rage r ending r a te )er minut e ,.,as c omputed . A compre-
hensi on ora l check followed the r eading. 
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Ch:_l r:tren nc()ri ng high on R-11 three informnl t es t'"' 
uere eliminated from t he lis t a s thi s ·)a rticular t ype of 
training would not be nefi t them. Si . t y children were 
selected from four schools in t he h i gh f ourth gr ade to 
repres ent the experimentnl group . or the eighty- five 
selected from the oame grade level for the control group , 
sixty were equa ted vli th the experimental . 
V. PROCEDURE (Exper i ment 1 Group ) 
Si xt y children in thi s gr oup repres ented four 
different s chools , nnd t ere divided as follows: t fo 
class es with 16 children each , one clas s ~ith 18 children , 
and one group >·11th 10. The experimentrtl tra i ning "t-Ta.S 
opera ted during a part of the r~gular r eading clas s room 
period . Ten minutes da ily , for s i x veeks , comprised the 
tota l peri od of tra ining . The f olloHing '"'as t he time 
schedule : 
School A 8:4.5 
- 8: .5.5· 
School B 9 : 15 
-
9:25. 
School c 9 :.50 - 10 : 00. 
School D 10: 1.5 - 10:2.5. 
'l'he daily tachistos copic drill on Pxercis es rela t -
ing to ( a ) rhyme clues , (b) antonyms rm d ~ynonyms , and 
(c) no clues we re as follows : 
1. Previous day ' s l ei;! s on Has r ev1 ewert BJ:l d fl ashecl 
1/50 of a second . The children checked the 
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r espons es on the pnpAr ~c ordi ng t o the dir~ct ions 
for the particular lesson. After the exnosure of 
ten words , thA inst ructor re nd the answe~s and the 
chi ldren corrected thPi r respons es. 
2. Directions r,vPre expl a:l nAil c oncernin~ the plnn of 
class ifying words in th~ les son. TAn new words 
were flashed 1/25 of a s econd. The children wrote 
thei r . resp onsee on the paper. 
). The S c: me ten i-lorcl s 1·.rere 0gain exposed on thP- screen 
in the s ame order as tha t of Step 2. 'I'his time the 
\vords s t ayed on the screen n.n(l the children read 
them ora.lly, sometimes in unision a nd on other 
occa sions individually. Each child noted his 
errors, if any, nnd. corrected 'Ghem. A perfect 
paper for the first time, did not indicate to the 
i nve s tigator' s point of view tha t the child did not 
need any more training for that period. 
4~ At thi s point of procedure the children were 
challenged to i mp rove thPir s cores or get another 
p erfect p.9.per. The ten rords were flashed the 
t hird time on the screen a t 1/25 of a second . This 
time the word arrangement was different. The 
chi l dren 1-vrote t heir responses on paper. 
5. 'fhe instructor rend t he reapons e to t he chi:l.dren as 
they corrected thelr papers. 
The True - False exe rcises ;;,ri th clues furnished by 
the ins tructor were the sane type of s teps as the other 
leseons, but with R different arra ngement. In the first 
s tep ea ch y.rord. 't'l/as slmdy exposed a nd the meaning t Hught 
as the instructor intended them to mean in that pa rticu-
l a r lesson. Thus, Hhen the 1.m r cls ~.,ere flashed 1/25 of a 
second in Step 2, the clues furni shed by the instructor 
't·1ere not confusing to the pupils as to its truth or 
f alsity i .n connection 1>Ti th the interprP.ta tion of the 
word sho ·m on t he screen. The ch ildren wrote their 
2h 
responoes and co r rect ed t~~ir errorn 11 th~ s2rne mnnnor 
of p r ocedure As thRt of t he other e-ercises . 
By thi s method r: f repetl tlon 1 1-1110. l enrning i•rhil e 
c orrecting one ' s own ~rrors , us uRl l y nll of the chi l d ren 
expe ri enced r.orne form of sat i s f ::tc 'tion at the conclusion 
of the lesson. If some di fficulty d i d . . rise ~-th _ 
particulfi r chil~ , he left thP claqs uith challenging 
sp1ri t determini ng t o be t ter hims~lf vhen the ~rro rc1a ""rould 
be reviewed the next day . 
VI. PROCEDURE ( Control Group ) 
~rhis f . oup rep resented three sch. ols 't'J'i th numbera 
o f 17 ~ 20 , nnd 2J -respect1vely ~n ench clr ss . The plnn 
of ine truction WAG l ~ ft to the clas sroom tea cher to 
e!n.pl oy euch techniques t'.n d. devices for inpro-..re nent in 
re ro.ding a s s he s P.N' fi t . 
VII . FINAL TESr.rs AND srrATI . TICAL PLANS 
The folloHing final tests 1-rere f.) iven t o a.ll groups 
c t the end of t he six week exrerimenta l study : 
1J.I 
1. Durrell -: Sulli 'fl~.n Re nding Achieveo ent Tes t s , Form 
2 . 
) . 
1 . • 
A .. nd B. 
' 'lord Perception 'J:e 8 t r. ( Gr oup ) , F'·orm A 
\·:ord Hea.ning '11es t s {Group )~· 
Or;.:l r-teadJ.ng (Indivi~Lunl ) 1 
Dona l l D. DurrPll , .cmd 
Hel en Blair Bulliv~n. 
F'orm A ·an 
F'o rm A ancl 
an. B. 
B. 
B. 
?5 
·.~ 
On !3 11 teL t c anr1. Hi t h all groupe , children ·rho had 
Tes t s A wer~ given Tests B ~nd vic~ verarr . The inveeti-
gator adminietered , nd s cored ~11 tests . The final tests 
f.l.n cl j"'.l re-tes t s of the experim~ntc..l group 1ac compe.red. 
This sa.FlB pr.oce<lure ap:Jlied to the control group . The 
r~sults of the final test s of the control group and 
experimental group were also compared . The final 
statistical dnta on t hP groups wPra based on the mean 
and the ste.ndard deviation. 'l'he critical ratio tvas 
c omputed by the follovring formula : 
Critical H.a. t1o • 
Lev el of significance "tome 3%. 
I 
I 
II 
i 
I 
I 
I 
i 
CHAPTER II.I 
ANALX:SIS OF crHE DA'l'A 
I 
II --~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
CHAPTER III 
ANALXSIS OF DATA 
Data concerning the comparison of the experimental 
group with that or the control group are analyzed 1n the 
following areas: 
1. MentalitY 
2. Chronological age 
). Reading achievement 
4. Quick word peroept.ion 
s. Word recognition with meaning 
6. Speed 1n oral reading 
7. Errors 1n reading 
A s1gn1f1oant level ot 3% (2.576) was the basis or 
which the null hypothesis was reJected or retained. 
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:t'able· 1 
9.~mpa~1son ot Emet"lment~l. and Control Group· on 
KUhlmann-Andereon De:r;:1\'ed :t;ntell1g~nce g,Qotiente 
S.E. Dit:t'. S. E. 
Group No . Mea.il M. S.D. ml-m2 Dit:t'. 
Exp. 60 97.14 1.0 ?.8 
1.6 1.5 
Con .. 60 98.? 1.2 9.0 
C.R. 
l.l 
Table l 1nd1oatee that the mean on the obtained 
Intelligence Quotients ot the experimen11al gX'Qup was 97.14 
a.s · oompared with 96.7 :t'or the control group. A cr1t1cal 
ratio ot l.l denotes that there was no statistical s.1gn1-
t1cant difference betl'ieen the means. 
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Group 
Exp. 
Con. 
Table 2 
Comparison or E;perimenta.l and Control Gro~p on 
qhronolog1cal Agee 
S.E .. Di:t't. S. E • 
No. . Mean . M. S.D • mi-m2 .Dirt. 
60 9-3 .oa .6 
. ' 
-.1 .14 
60 9.4 • 09 
-7 
C.R. 
-72 
~ablt 2 has . a. difference or .1 between the mean a.ges 
of the .expet"imental and control g:roup. This ~1tt'erence was 
not sign1t1cant as ~ndioated by the figures in the .cr1t1ce.l 
ratio. 
' . L • 
======~F=~-=~~~======~==================~~=-=-==================~======== 
1'. 
table 3 
Comparitgn ot EXJ?!%'\mt~Jnta;t and Control Gro.up 
Initial Teet on Durrell-$ull1va.n Reading Achievement 
Form A t:md B 
S.E. Ditt. S.E. 
Group No. Mean M. S.D. ml-m2 Dift. C.R. 
Exp. 60 4,.5 l.? 13 
2.1 2.2 1. 
Con. 60 48.6 1.4 ll 
The control g,_.oup shows a mean greater than the ex-
per1mental in the 1n1t1al teet on Reading Ao~1evement. 
However, a cr1tlcal ratio or 1. indicates that the d1f.ter-
enoe between the means ot both groups was not significant. 
)0 
"' 
Exp. 
Group 
In1t1a.l 
Teet 
Final 
Teet 
'l'able 4 
E!Periment~~ Grgup 
Comparison ot Initial a.nd Final Test on 
I)urrell-Sull1van Reading Achievement 
Form A. and B 
B. E. Dirt. a .. E. 
No~ Mea·n M. S.D. m1-m2 D!.rr. 
60 46.j 1.? 1' 8.0 2.;5 
60 $4.; 1.9 1.5 
·-
C.R. 
J.2 
In the_ t1na.l teet on Re8.d1ng AohteYement, the ex-
perimental g~oupma.de a mean gain ot 8.0 a.e compared with 
the mean of the initial. test. A critical ratio ot ,.2 
1nd1oatee that this gain lvas s1gn1t1cant. 
Con. 
Group 
~ni~1al 
Test 
F1na.l 
Tee' 
Table S 
Controt .G£0U'Q 
Op.m,Pat:1!on of ln1 t1al and . Final ,.Test on 
Durrell-~ullivan Reading Aeh1evemen~ 
Fom A and B 
S.E. D1:tt. S. E·. 
No. Mean M. S,.D. 
.ml-m2 Dltt. 
60 48.6 1.4 ll 
;.4 2.4 
60 ;4.0 1.9 l.S 
.. - ~ 
C.R. 
2.:3 
The control gl'Oup madt a mean gain ot S.4 ln th~J t1na1 
tesi on Reading Achievement. A critical r atlo ot 2.3 shows 
that etat1st1cally this galn ,.,ae not e1gn1t1oan,. 
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Final 
·Tests 
Exp. 
Con. 
Table 6 
Coml2arison or Final 'lest Gains made bz 
Experimental and Control Grc>up on 
Durrell-Sull\yan Reading Achievement 
' j r·· , · · , , · ~f , J, ,- 411 . 4 . 1 . , 
- · 
Mean I> itt. S.E. 
No. Galn S.E. ml-m2 D1tt. 
60 8.0 2.5 
2.6 3·5 
60 ;.4 2.4 
O.R. 
.?4 
The mean gain 1n the t1nal teet on ReAding Achievement 
was in favor ot the 'experimental group. A cr.1 t1oal ratio 
ot .74 indicates that the ditterenoe between the mean gains 
ot both groups was nol e1gJ\1t1ca.n1. 
Group 
Exp. 
Con~ 
Table 7 
Comparisono.t E&er1rnental and Control Growe 
Initial 'l'est on gutok Wo:rd Perception 
Form A andB 
- .. ~"' . . 
B .• E. D1tt. S.E. 
No. Mean M. S.D. ml-m2 D!.tt. 
. 
60 )7.1 .6 4.6 
-1 .. , .98 
60 )8 .. 4 
-78 6 
C.R. 
l.J 
--
This wae an lnforms.l word tlash test with a multiple 
choice 1t~m check oona1st1ng ot stimulus words placed among 
distraotillg onee. Words were exposed. at a. speed ot l/25 ot 
a second.. 'rhe mean or the eXperimental group was )'?.l as 
compared. lfith :)8.4 tor the control group. A critical ratio 
ot l. 3 1rtd1oat.ea that thex-e 11as no s1.gn1flca.nt d1tterenoe 
between groups in relation to ~uiok Word Perception. 
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Exp .. 
Group 
In1tlal 
Teet 
tF1nal 
rreet 
Table 8 
P1::me1'1mental ,GX'OUR 
COMJ2E1r1son ot !ri1t1al and Final Teet on 
_ Qqt.ck ~ord_ .P~J!9"Rli~l) 
i'oJ"Jn A and B ~ •• l . __ "'""""..., 
s ... E. D1tt. S.E. 
No. Mean M. S.D. ml-m2 Ditt. 
60 )7.1 • 60 4.6 
6.2 .94 
60 4).) 
-13 .s.6 
C.R. 
6.6 
·fabl• 8 1nd'1cat&e that the mean or the final test 1.n 
Quick Word Peroept1on was 6.2 more tha.n the mean ot the 
pre-teet • . A c:ritiea.l re..t1o ot 6. 6 denotes tha·i ''tA:e dit'ter-
ence or thft t,.,o m~ane was a s1gn1t1oant gn1n. 
Con. 
GX'OQ.p 
In1t1al 
Test 
~1nal 
~est 
!!!able 9 
Cont:rol . G~ou;e 
yO~,Batieon ()f In1~1R.l ans Final ~~eli -~D 
~u1o)t Wql.:fl P~~-~~e.Pti,og 
Fot'lll A and 13 
-.. 
S. E. n1rt. S.E. 
No. Mean M .. S.D. •1-m2 Dltt. 
60 :38.4 .18 6 
., 
.97 ... 
60 40.4 • 78 "' 0 
C.R. 
- . 
2.06 
The control group shows a mean gain ot 2 !n the tirta.l 
teat on Quiok Word P&~oept1on ae compared to 'he mean or 
t .he 1n1 t1al ~eet. A er1 t1eal .t•at1o of 2. 06 denotes tha'G 
this gain ttas not s1gn1t1oa.n.t. 
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Final 
Testa 
Exp. 
Con. 
Table 10 
Comparison ot Final ~est Ga1ne made bf 
Experimental and Control G~up on 
Quick \!lord P~roegtlon 
Form A and B 
Mean D1tt. S.E. 
l~o. Gain S.E. ml-m2 Ditt. 
60 6.2 .94 
4.2 1.3 
60 2 .97 
C.R. 
J.2 
The difference ot the mean gains 1n Quick \'lord Per-
ception was 4.2 in t avor or the experimental group. A 
critical r a tio ot . J.2 indicates tha t this gain made by the 
e~er1mental group in the final tes t was s1gn1t1cant. 
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Group 
Exp. 
Oon. 
Table 11 
Comparison or Experirn@nt.~l and Control Group 
Ini t1al Teat on tvord Recogn1 ticm ~.1 til Meaning 
Form A and B 
. ' 
S.E. Ditt. S.E. 
No. Mean M. S.D. ~ ... m2 Dttt. 
60 . 27.5 .93 7-2 
-.4 1.,5 
60 2.7.9 l.2 9 
C.R. 
-27 
This was an into~e,l word flash test with a multiple 
choice meaning check. Words were expo~ed a~ a speed or 
1/25 ot a second.. 'l'he mean or the experimental group wae 
27 • .) and that or the control, 27.9. A ~ri t .1c;a.l ratio ot 
.27 indicates that there was no s1gn1f1cant dif~erenoe 
between the means of the experimen1Htl and the oont.rol group 
in the in1 t1al test on \vord Reoogn1 tion with Meaning. 
8 
~xp. 
Group 
Initial 
Tes1t . 
!Final 
r.t'est 
Table 12 
Experimental Group 
C,omparison . ot :Initial and Final Teet op 
Word Reoosn1t1on with Mean1ns 
Form A an<i B 
S.E. Ditr. S.E. 
No. Mean · M. S.D. ml-m2 D1tt. 
60 27.5 .9) 7.2 
11 1.4 
.. 
60 :38.,5 1.1 8.7 
C.R. 
7-9 
Table 12 shows tha-c 'the raea.n ot the t1nal test in Word 
R~oogn1t1on with Meaning was 38.5 as compared with 27.,5 ot 
the 1n1t1al test. A critical ratio ot 7.9 indicates that 
the experimental group made a significant gain 1n this area 
at; the conclusion ot a s1x week training period. 
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========F==========================================================F=======--· 
Con. 
Gx-oup 
~nitlal 
r.t'es't 
Final 
Tee~ 
Table 1:3 
:qontroj. G~<?~un 
Oompar1ton gt' In1t1a. and Final Test og 
Word Reooe;n1 tton wlt~ Me,ani,ns 
Form A and B 
. -· .. - .• 1 1 
-
.. . . 
S .. £" D1tt. S.E .• No. Mean )(. a. D. 
·l-til2 Dltt .• 
-
60 21 .• 9 1 .. 2 9 
2.2 1.7 
60 JO~l 1~4 ll 
C.R. 
l.J 
The control gJ'Oup showa e. d1.ttereno& (!)f 2.2 between 
the means ot th~ 1n1t1al ~est and the final test. A or1t1oal 
ratio of 1., dttnot~s that -the el1.ght ga1r:t made ·1n the t1na1 
test on Word Recognition with Meaning wae not slgn1t1oant. 
Final 
Tests 
Exp. 
Con. 
.. 
Table 14 
ComEar1son ,ot Final Teet Ga.ine .mad! b:( 
Experimental a.qd . Control Grqun on 
1iord ,Recogn1 tion ~lxh: M~an1ng 
Form A and .B 
Mea.n D1rt .. S.:te. 
No. Gain S.E~ ' Ditt. ml-m2 
60 ll 1.4 
8.8 2.2 
60 2.2 1.? 
O.R. 
4 
The eXptt1'1mental group made · a mean fJB.in or 8. 8 mort 
than the I!lea.n gain or the control group 1n the t1nal test. 
on Word Recogn1 ~ion w1 ~h Meaning.; A o.r1 tical rai1o ot 4 
indicates that thie ·gain was e1gn1t1oant and in tavo't' ot 
the experimental gl'OUp. 
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Group 
Exp. 
Con .. 
Table l.S 
Comparison ot E&er1m~nta~ and Control Grgup 
In1t1,al 'l'esJ .<>n Oral ReBdlgg S.taeed 
Form A and B 
S.E. Ditt. S-E. 
Ne .. ·Mean M. S.D. mi-m2 D1.tt. 
60 l.Ol.? ,., 27 
-4.6 .s • .s 
60 106 .. ) 4.2 32 
C.R. 
.84 
This was an informal. individual Oral Reading Speed 
Test. From the l1et ot the vooabu:Lary 1n this study• th1r,y-
t.hree words were selected and inserted in the story. The 
table shows tbe reading rate per minute ot ea.oll group. The 
mean or the control gtoup was 4.6 more than that ot the 
experimental.. Howevel', a ar1t1oa.l ratio ot .84 1nd1oatee 
that there t<~as no s1gn1t1oant ditferenae be~ween groups in 
relation to 1he reading .rate. 
2 
.• 
Exp. 
Group 
Initial 
Teet 
Final 
Test 
rr·able 16 
E25Pttl'im~,~ta.,l Gtto!ip 
OomJaa.risoq or Initial nnd . F1n~;t '.rft§t, O{l 
q:r:al 1\~.adl,n,s J~n•td 
Fo~ A.a.nd ,.s 
S.E. D1tt. a.E. 
No. Mean M. S.D. ml-Dl2 D1tt. 
60 101.? J.$ 21 
.c 17.6 .6.0 
60. .119.3 4.8 37 
:O.R. 
2.9 
Table 16 shows 1iha~ the mean ra'e or wo:rds read. pel" 
minute by the exptU•1mental gx-oup 1n the t1na.l test ws.s 119.3 
as aompa.red with lOl.? of th& initial test. A critical 
:ratio ot 2. 9 denotee the.t this ga'-n '"as s1gn!t1ea.nt. 
Con~ 
Group 
lni t1a.l 
'l'es·t 
Final 
Tes" 
Tabl$ 17 
Con.t~l. 'J.l:O)!R 
Comparison c;.t Initial and Pipal -~e_s.'lf_ oq 
Or~:t ftea~!:n_g .~Q~td 
Form . A !!ld, B 
S.E. Ditt. S.E. 
No . Mean M. S.D. ml-m2 Ditt. 
. -
60 106 •. ) 3-5 27 
-. 13 6.6 
60 119.) ,S.l 19 
C.R. 
2 
Table 16 indicates tha~ · the control group read alan 
average rate or 119 •. 3 words per minute 1n the t1nal Oral 
Reading Speed Test. 'l'h1s l-Tae a gain or 1:3 as compared with 
the me en ot the 1n1 tlal test.. Hol•rever, a ·or1 tical ratio ot 
2 denotes that the ga.1n w~s not a!gn1tloa.nt:. 
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• I 
Group 
Exp. 
Con. 
Tabl8 18 
Comparison ot Fi.nal Te.et Gains made by 
EJ92er1mental and Cqntrol O.roun on 
Oral . R~ad1ng Speed 
Form A and B 
Mean D1tt. S.E. 
No. Gain S.E. ml-ll2 Dit:r . 
60 17.6 6.0 
4.6 8.9 
60 13 6.6 
C.R. 
.; 
Table 18 indicates that the mean gain on Oral Reading 
Speed was 1.n t avor or the experimental group. A critical 
r atio ot .; shows that the ditterence between the gains ot 
both groups was not significant . 
G:roup 
EXp. 
Con. 
Table 19 
Com12ar1son or Exper1menta.l . and Control Groun 
:In1t1a.~ Jest on Enora in ae~d1ng 
Form A and B 
S.E. D1tt. s.E. 
No. Mean M. S.D. ml-m2 Ditr. 
60 24 l-7 1:3 
~.6 2.$ 
60 24.6 1.9 14., 
O.R. 
.24 
This 1ntormal test was the same as that ot Table 18 on 
Oral Reading Speed. Each child read the entire stoey ot 
300 word.s o:rall1 and ert"ors w·ere checked. 'the mean ot the 
experimental gx-oup was 24 as compared with 24.6 or the 
control group. A or1t1cal ratio or .24 indicates that there 
was no significant di:t'terenoe between groups in rela.t1o.n to 
reading errors. 
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Exp. 
P.rou;p 
~n1~1al 
r,t'est 
IF1nal 
rreet 
Tabl& 20 
Experim~ntal GrouR 
Comparison ot I.nitial and Fine.1 _1:'est on 
Erl!'orm in Head1ng 
Form A and B 
-- --
S.E. D1tt. s.t. 
No. Mean M. S.D. ml-m2 Ditt. 
60 24.0 1.7 l.~.o 
9--9 2., 
60 14.1 1.6 12.0 
C.R. 
4.) 
the eXp•r1menta.l group reduced theil' .:rate ot word 
errore from 24.0 ~o 14.1 as signified by the m~ans ot the 
1n1t1al and t1nal test. A o:ritical ratio or 4., denotes a 
s1gn1t1ca.nt )'eduction or errors at the conclusion ot the 
training period. 
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Oon. 
Group 
I .n1.t1al 
Teet · 
Final 
Teet 
Table 21 
qp ntr:ol qroup 
Compar1~son or Initial , .anA Final Teet on 
E££C?~e, in .Readtn,a 
P:om A .. and B: 
S.E. D1tt. S.E. 
No. Me-an M. S.D. rn1-nt2 D1t't. 
60 24.6 1.9 14.; 
10.4 2.4 
60 14.2 1 .4 ll 
-
C.R. 
4.J 
The oon:t~rol group reduced their .ex-~re 1n reading from 
24.6 to 14.2 as indicated by the .means of ~he 1n1tis.l. and 
tinal teet. A dl'1 tical ratio ot 4.' den.o1es that the re-
duction in errore was s1gn1f1cant. . 
·a 
Group 
~Xp. 
Con. 
Ta.bl.e 22 
Comparison ot Final . Te,gt Ga.1ns made 'by 
§xoe;!i~en;g~l .,and Oonta~;L . Qa:Ql!P on 
Errqrs .in Rea.d1QS 
Fcu'Ul A and. B 
., .. 
Mea,n D1,tt. S.E. 
No. Ga5;.n a.z. ml.-m2 Ditr. 
60 9.9 2., 
-. .s ).3 60 10.4 2.4 
r r 
C.R. 
.1,5 
A or1t1eal ra.~lo or .1,; 1nd1cates lhat there vae no 
s1gn1t1oant ditterenee b~t~een the eXperimental and control 
group on reduction ot readlng e:rrors. 
• . 
Summa.ry .or AnalYsis of' Data 
The experimental group and the control group showed 
no sign1t1oant differences in the means or the various 
initial tests administered at the b!ginning or the study. 
Arter six weeks or training on rapid word rfi}Oogn1t1on 
with meaning, the experimental group made significant 
gains in (a) reading achievement, (b) quick wol"d percep-
tion, (o) wol'd recognition with meaning, (d) e.peed in oral 
reading, and (e) reduo·t1on or errors in l"eading. 
The cont.rol group was guided by the classroom teacher 
under her own planned reading techniques. After a period 
or six weeks, · -chis group showed a significant gain only in 
the area or reduction of reading errors. Gains 1n othe .. 
areas were not . great enough to be etatist1c)l!tlly e1gn1f1- . 
Qa.nt. 
The final gains made by both groups were s1gn1t'1cant-
ly 1n favor of the experimental 1n the areas on Quick l.Yord 
Perception and Word Recognition ~·11h Meaning. 
so 
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CHAPt.rER IV 
SUMMARY AND OONCLUB!ONS 
Rev1~w ot the Pzooblem 
- . . - . 
This experimental study concerned ta.oh1stoecop1c d.r1ll 
ot fou.rth grade baeio reading voce.bu.larr with meaning 
association and the effect of the training on (1) rapid 
word recognition~ .(2) word meaning, f:H speed 1n reading, 
and (4) reduction ot reading errore. 
Review ot the Em«u•l,menp 
Sixty children in the high fourth grade were selected 
on the bae1e ot 'back.grolUld, mentality, chronological age, 
and academic achievement., and controlled. by an equated 
group or the same n~ber. The data compiled trom the 
initial tests showed no s!gnit1cant dittere.nces between 
the two groups on the basis ot which they were equated. 
The children in the experimental group wel'e given 
vocabulary quick. perception drill with meaning a.ssoo1at1on 
by means ot the tach1stosoop1c teohn1q~e. Th~ lessons 
t~ere adm1n1etered ten minutes dally, for 1he duration ot I 
I 
a six week period. Three )lundred basic fou.rth grade words 1 
were taught during the entire t!mfJ. This vooabulary con- I 
II s1e ted or words sel.ected rrom three tourth grade readers 
1
,
1 
and checked l'Ti th the Boston Univers1 ty Clinic fourth grade 
word 11st tor frequency count. The words l'rere olaas1t1ed 1 
======fl=========fl==l ~ I . I 
I 
I 
I 
undel" interesting headings for ea ch exercise. 
The children in the contl"ol group ,.,ere guided by the 
room teacher accordi~g to her seleo1;1on of teehn1quee and 
devices needed to develop a. sound reading program. 
Conclusions 
Teet data nave been ~.nalyzed and the following con-
clusions have been drawn. 
Durr~;Ll-Sullivan AoJ;11~vement Test, Form A o.n.d B 
1. The experimental group ehm..red a difference o:t 8. 0 
in the reading achievement means between the 1n1t1al 
test and the final test. This difference was a 
significant gain. 
2. The control group made a mean gain of' ;.4 in r~ad1ng 
achievement 1n the f1no.l teat. rhie gain was not 
s1gn1ficant, 
). In oompa~1son of the ga ins made by both groupe, a. 
critical ratio of .74 indicated that the difference 
o£ the means in the finAl teste was not significant 
but in favor:o or the expe~imental group. 
Quick ~ Perception, Form A and B 
1. The experimental group ehol-red e. gain 1n quick word 
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percep ticm. 'lhe d1tf ere·nce betHeen the means of the 
initial teet and final test lrta.S 6 .. 2, which s t atisti-
c a lly denoted. e. s 1gn1t1oant ta.ctor. 
2. The control group showed a ga in ot 2 po1nts in the 
final mean as compared. ",r1 th the nHM.n of the 1n1 tie-l 1· 
teet. ~his gain was not sign1t1oant. 
:3. 'lhe differeno.e or the gaine ot both g:t-o\~ps 1n the 
tina.l word perception test wRe J. 2 in .f avor ot the 
experimental group, which was statistically signi-
ficant. 
Word Recogn1t1oq with Me~n1n,S, Form A and B 
l. The experimental group showed a gain in the finAl 
teat in word recognit!an with meaning. A difference 
or ll bet,..reen the means ot thA 1n1 tial t"st and tha t 
of the final teat was highly e 1gn1fi.oant. 
2. The oont~l group made a gain ot 2.2 as compared with 
the 1n1 tial t est. This gatn we~.e not e1gn1f1cant. 
J. 'l'he expe~imental group showed a greater gain in th1s 
area than the control. A ditter@nce ot 8.8 betw~en 
the gains ot both groups was a. significant t actor 1n 
f avor of the exp erime11ta l group. 
1. The experimental group made a gain or 17.6 in rate 
of reading per minute. This difference between the 
1n1t1al mean and the tinal one was eigni:t'1canl. 
2. The control group had a final mean gain or 13 as 
compared to the initial mesn. This d1tterenoe waa 
not e1gn1t1oan~. 
J. 'l'he comparison of the final mean gains or both groups 
showed that the ditterenoe wae not significant but 
in favor or the experimental group. 
Errors !n Readin&, Form A and B 
~ ~ 
1. The experimental group reduced their e·rrore from an 
initial mean ot 24.0 to a final mean ot 14.1. This 
reduction or errore was e1gn1fioant. 
2. The reduction ot errors tor the control group showed 
a 10.4 d1tterence be"ween an initial teet mean ot 
24.6 and a tinal teet mean or 14.2. This difference 
l'ras s1gn1f1oan•. 
3. In comparison ot error reduction ot both groupe, the 
ditterenoe of the final means was not significant. 
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Points of Oba~l"ta.t1on in the Study 
1. Because the uee .or the tachistoscope was an innovation 
to the experimental group, _it seemed to serve as an 
important phase in creating considerable motivation 
du;t"ing the training period. 
z. The introduction or a new type or reading technique 
seemed to ~ntluenee the behavior or the experimental 
group in what appeared to be conducive ~o a natural 
establishment Cf rapport at the onset of the studY. 
J. Exerciees 'tf1 th word olass1t1cat1ons under headings 
such as tood, animals, transportation, etc. were 
enjoyed the moat. Wol!'de olass1t1ed under antonyms 
and synonyms were enJored the least, and such ex-
eroise.s mid to be changed to a more colorful manntr 
of presentation. 
4. ~he seating a~angement tor a silT•r beaded screen 
seemed to 'be beet to't' obeel"Vat1onal purposes when the 
ch1ld~n sat 1n a triangular tormat1on. 'l'he children 
were spread at the back ot the room and eon:t1rted to 
a point toward the front ot the room. 
5· The p·rooedure ot q_uiok percepiion d:r1ll seemed to 
result with greater &tteet!.'Yenese when the words 11ere 
flashed 1n a rhythmic manner d th the least amount ot 
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oral execution by the instructor. 
6. Children who recogn1ze.d words flashed at l/2.5 of a 
second, usually had no dit't'1oulty in recognizing them 
hen the speed was calibrated to 1/50 and later to 
l/100 ot a second. 
7. \~oi'ds familiar to children usuallY oould be read when 
exposed upside down or sideways. 
8. Ohildr~n with IQ.1 s ot 80-89, who wexoe slow in all 
phases or reading, made the least gains in this 
study. 
Summary 
1. After six weeks ot training on rapid word recogni-
tion with meaning by the tachistoscopic technique, 
the eXperimental group shot1ed significant gains in 
(a) quick word perception, (b) rapid woxod recognition 
w1th meaning, (o} achievem~nt in reading, (d) speed 
1n oral reading, and (e) reduction ot errors. 
2. The control group, which was guided by the classroom 
teacher according to her ot.,n planned reading progrrun, 
showed a s1gn1t'1ca.nt gRin only in the axoea on re-
duction ot reading errors. There were slight gains 
in all the other areas but not great enough to be 
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stat1st1cally significant. 
~ · In comparison or the finA-l t est gains made by the 
exper1menta.l and the control group, the s1gntr1cant 
gains were in favor of the experimental group 1n the 
two areas of which this study emphasized, that 1e, 
' ' 
quiok word percept~ on and ~v-ord :reoogn~ tion w; th mean-
ing. In all other areas, there were no s~gn;r~oant 
differences between the final gains ()f the t wo groups. 
Further .Researoh 
- >• -
Suggestions tor tuJ'ther research might include: 
1. Constructing phrases tor qu1ck exposure in addition 
to rapid wo~ r~cogni't1on. 
f 
2. Using a read1ng rate controller in conJunot1~m w1 th 
the ta.oh1stoseoptt. 
:3. Repeat1!\g the eXperiment tor a longer dura11on with 
a la~ger populai1on. 
4. Making an 1'eM analysts ot all 1tems on the 'est 
forme to impro'f'e 1 ts va11d1 ty and power. 
,S. Constructing a. word perception 'test 1n o.rder t.o learn 
1t leng~h. or words., or particular cont1gurat1on, or 
letteJ- oom.bina-c1ons hav·e certain patt~rna or d1tt'1-
oulty in rapid recognition. 
II 
ii ~ 
APP.ENDIX 
QUICK WO~ PERCEPTION T$8~ 
FORM A · · 
Test A 
~ l.meat 2.beef ;.meal l.hair 2.steep ;.cheap 
l l.shark 2.store ;.storm l.hide 2.home 3.hare l.pack 2.sack 3.sail 
~ l l.stall 2.crav·:l 
3.drawl 
l.stare 2.gaze 3.glare 
l.smash 2.snatch 3 .catch 
( l.harm 2.hard 3.balm 
( ) l.deep 2 .leal( 3.leap 
l.woke 2.soap 3.soak 
l.strike 2. chol{e ;.stride 
1.drug 2~drag 3. brag 
- 1.found 2.hound 3.bound 
1.b1ew 2.chew 3.stew 
1.peach 2.perch 3 .. porch 
1.square 2.quaint ~ . 1 ..-· .qual 
1.daisy 2.dai1y ~ d . ../• a1ry 
1.peach 2.p1um 3. f rape 
1. racl{ 2.crock 3. ro cl( 
f ~ 1.gown 2 .dress 3.grown 1.squat 2.squash 3 . quart ( ~ 1.cab1e 2.marb1e 3. map1e ~ 1 . S t 0 Cl( 2 . storm 3.stork ) 1.ga1e 2. jade 3·. wade 
~ ~ l.jing1e 2.jue:g1e 3.jung1e 1.sa1mon 2.shark 3 . whale ) l.banquet 2.bouquet 3.blanket 
f ~ 1. ~a 1rus 2.wa1nut 3. wa1l~e r 1.autonym 2.autumn ;.antonym 
f ~ l.onion 2.tomato 3 .radish l.coffin 2.cotton 3.stee1 
~ l 1.parade 2 .packet 3.parrot 1.motive 2 . mosque ~ •t --".mosqu1 o l.maintain 2 . monntain 3. mounted 
1 l 
l.study ? cte3dY 3.sturdy '-- • l....) ' - • t. 
l.ancient 2.anxious 3 . ancestor 
l.he a 1thy 2.wea1thy 3. weary ) 1.gra ceful 2.grateful 3.hatefu1 ( ' ) 1.curious 2.furious 3.spurious 
~ 1.scatter 2 .spatter 3.scamper 1 . :713. s t e r 2.murder 3.further ( l.co11ect 2 .connect 3.co1umn 
f 
l.despa ir 2.rerair -:z 'd --".repa1 
l.single 2.sickle -:z • 1 _.,~.s 1 gna 
( l l ._op ;.; ose 2.opposite 3.opponent ! l.difficult 2.different 3 .di fference 1.stupendous 2.tremendous 3.momentous l.renova te 2 . separate 3.delegate ) l.comparable 2.comfortable 3.commutable 
QUICK \'10M PERCE~·toti 1'E8~ 
FORM ·S 
I 
I 
I 
/I .59 
li 
II 
li 
li 
I 
I 
Test B Part 1 
( 1 . onion 2.beet ;.squash 
( 1 . cream 2.river ;.creel{ 
! 1 . . pack 2~ j3.Ck 3~quick 1 . lake 2~parl-: 3. la rl{ 1. pe 3.r 2lplum 3.apple 
I 
1 . hall 2ihaul ";(, . DU 11 / .. 
1 . scare 2, care 3~score 
1 . crawl 2. creep 3.dash 
1. d3.Sh 2. dart 3.darn 
( 1 . dash 2.rush 3.leap 
! : l 1 . close 2.open 3.cloth 1 . salt 2.halt 3.stop 1 . crim 2.grip 3.trip 
~ .. ~ 1 . push 2.rust 3.rush 1. pound 2.pout 3.found 
1 l 1 . otter 2. mi nl~ 3 .mind 1 . queer 2 . l{i ng 3 . queen 1 . fancy 2. P3.DSY 3. can.Q.Y ( 1 . blaze 2.blade 3.daze ( ) l • pack 2. rorl<: 3. parl\: 
( 
l 
1 . trout 2 . perch 3.tuna 
1 
1 . squat 2. squa v~ 3 .quart 
1 . lemon 2.melon 3. Pee:.ch ) 1 . tack 2. hacl<: 3. tasl<.: 
( ) l . hall 2.hail 3.bail 
) l • puddle 2.bundle 3.bun[le 
l 1 . lemon 2.orange 3 .cherry l . bondage 2.ba[gage 3 .banJae=e 1. carrier 2.warrior 3.barrier ) l . airplane 2.airship 3.aviator 
( ~ l . onion 2.ocean 3.river ( 1. otter 2.other 3.offer 
1 l 
1 . massacre 2 .. moccasin 3.sli£Per 
1 . pasture 2 . posture 3.~icture 
l . \Va it res s 2 . mistress 3 .. mattress 
( ~ l . limpid 2.stupid 3.rapid ( l . ancient 2.ancestor 3.anxious 
! ) l • shifty 2.thirty 3.thrifty ) l • handful 2.c3.reful 3.carefully ) l . dan[erous 2.ravenous 3 . ;~,onstrous 
i 
l. scatter 2.scamper 3 .d a;nper 
1 . lumber 2.bumper 3 . slumber 
l . perform 2.perhaps 3.reform 
l • delay 2.decay 3.re})ay ( 1 . nimble 2.quibble 3.nibble 
~ ) l . scenery 2.merrily 3.happil;y' ~ l . monitor 2.janitor 3.jailor ( ~ l . remember 2.cucumber 3.calendar f l . goldenrod 2 .goldi locl<:s 3.gorgeous ) l . prominent 2.precedent 3.president 
ifORD RECOGNITION WITH MEAN!NQ-
FORM A 
Test 'A 
( ) ani ma l 
( ) bag ( ~ fish ( low cost ( ) meat 
---------------r-1-to-look-------------~------­
( ) go s low 
( ) to hurt ( ) to j ump 
( ) to grab 
---------------r-1-to-puil---------------------
. ( to eat ( to hit ( ) to jump 
( ) to make ve r y we t 
---------------r-1-fruit-----------------------( l stone ( flo we r ( fish 
( ) b i rd 
--- ------------I-1-tree- ------- ------ ----------
) bird 
) strong wind ( ) vegetable 
( ) dress 
·--------------7-,---~------------------------ -
\ 1 an1mal · : ( ) feast 
! ) season fish ~ wild forest 
·------------- -r-,---------------------------- , 
1 bird . · ( ) plant 
( ) ve ge table ( ) ':1 very high hi 11 ( ) 1nse ct 
- ------------ r-1-beauty----------- ---------
( ) rich 
( ) old ( ) strong ( ) angry 
-----------T-1-~~-~~~~~~------------------
~ ' ~o _s p ~~nl{ le 
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WORD RECOGNITION WITH MEANING 
FORM B 
-------------
fruit 
auto tool 
bird 
Vi a te f Place 
ver:etable 
- -to-frighten ____________ _ 
to pull 
to hurry 
-r to £0 slo vj· 
to mend 
~ -to-stop ________________ _ 
to hold ti e:·ht 
to shut 
to .hit 
to hurry 
_,_ -a-fire ________________ _ 
a fl ov.'er 
king's •Nife 
animal 
meat 
'-a-fruit ________________ _ 
a iob 
v 
frozen rain 
Indian ";:oman 
fish 
- -packa[e ________________ _ 
-,-
soldier 
fruit 
strip of cloth 
air plane pil ot 
- 'fieict ___________________ _ 
animal 
'"'a t r. r ~ · c 
slipper 
s oft bedding 
' -ctuii ___________________ _ 
saving 
v:a t chful 
7:orr i ed 
ri s l-::y 
------------T-,---~-----­;to che·;; 
-) to act 
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ORAL REft~ING SPEED TESW 
FORM A 
• 
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Test A 
Jim and Jud y went out in the woods to cJllect flo we rs 
to press in their book. Th ey found a go ldenrod , 
a daisy, and a lily. It was difficult to find the odd 
ones , so they went deeper into the woods . Jud y saw 
a little rabbit in a clu~p of fernst The rab~it too~ 
one ~ lance at t~em and started to hop away. :1m and 
Judy r~shed at the little rabbit, but it just vanished 
out of ~"""1' r h t 0 t _ l. • Soon they came to a s mall st re a iTt . c.J ii'n 
for [ ot about his flo~ers ard started to look for trout. 
Judy saw so~e co~sli p s. As she bent over to ~ ick them, 
some of her fl o~ers fell in t he stream. Judy bent 
to snatCh them out, 8nd fell in the ~ate r. Jim quickly 
got a grip on her and dragged her out. Per Qoccasins 
were soaked with wate r. Th ,.., ,, ! c ;;;· had to LO home rie:ht 
away. As they started to ~ al%, they discovere d they 
were lost. They ~ere both scared and yet tried to be 
brave . 
The sunny day ~as now turninr to dusk. It ~as dark 
\vhere the trees we re very sh .'ldy . Here :1nd there, 
odd noi ses could be he a rd. A ~oodctuck scampered into 
his hole. A deer made a l e a~ and bounded away. A b ird 
flew by as lar[e as an eafle . Jim and Judy had to watch 
carefully where they were ~alkin[ . Fallen timber and 
. rocks made the v\all~i n[ danee r ous. Suddenly Jim found 
a road that ~as used t o haul wood . Soon it led them 
out to a better road. A car was coming alon[. They 
looked up and saw it w~s Pr. Erown , a distant neighbor. 
Wr. Brown s t o~ped the £ar and told them t o hop in. He 
ga ve them some hard candy to munch. Ee t ook them back 
to their c omfo rtable home. 
ORAL ~ADING SPEED 'rEST 
FORM B 
It ~as Jim's and Judy's birthday. They were going 
to have a pa rty. Judy went to the woods for daisies 
and goldenrods. She wis going to hel p decorate the 
play r oom ~ Uother went to the garden to pick some 
lilies a nd ro ses. Jim went to the orchard to nick 
• fruit. ~ ith sturdy legs, Jim climbed .a cherry tre~ 
ra ? idly. Some robins flew awayt scattering cherry 
seeds on the soil. Jim cra~led carefully out on the 
end of a branch to pick the best fruit. Ee krtew it 
~as a dangerous thing to do, SUddenly the branch 
broke and he plun£ed to the ground. Pis an:cle hurt 
badly; He ~a~ scared: Waybe it was brokert. He was 
furi ous to think that such a thing would hap pe n to him 
before the pa rty. He begari tn ctawl tow~rd the house 
dra [ ging his injured leg. Just at that moment Judy 
came out of the woods. She t old Jim to be calm and 
br~ ve and then da s hed a~ay for help. Soon mother came 
with Judy with bandages and scissors. Mother bound 
his ankle ~ ith the bandage and helped him to the house. 
It wa s difficult for Jim t o move . Soon the doctor 
arrived and made Jim feel comfortable. He handed Jim 
some crutches and told him he c ou ld still have the 
pa rty. He was also told to wear a slip per and keep off 
the leg so as .not to ha rm it. 
Soon after, the children arrived at the party and 
each one stared at Jim's leg with surprise. Later, 
everyone forgot about the injured leg, even Jim himself. 
Do you }{now why? Because they ~e re busy eating jello~ 
cake, cherry pie, custard, and ice cream. Everyone 
~as ha ving a lot of fun. But Jim was hap piest because 
he ~as ~ble to be at the party. 
.. 
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Samples. 
TEST 1. WORD MEANING 
An apple is a kind of- 1 paint 2 metal 3 animal 4 fruit 
Large means - 1 angry 3 hurt 4 little 5 like .. .. . .... .... !' 
To shut means to - 1 help 2 give 3 take 4 run 5 close . . .. . . . . 1: 
1. A dog is an - 1 answer 
2. A robin is a - 1 crow 
3. To ·bring is to- 1 find 
4. Small means - . · 1 hurry 
6. To fall is to- 1 pay 
6. To bake' is to- 1 break 
7. A dollar is -. 1 copper 
2 elephant 3 animal 4 e.xcuse 1 5 orange 11 
2 bird 3 bug 4 flower 5 leaf .... . . ... . . \\ 
2 carry 3 thiiik: 4 lose 5 fall ..... ' ... . . :: 
2 large 3 little 4 like 5 help ... ...... . !! 
2 lift 3 touch 4 drop 5 face .. . .. ..... . .. 11 
3 cook 4 speak 5 copy .. .... . . :: 2 lose . 
2 money 3 business 4 healthy 
8. A voice is used to - 1 clamp · 2 speak 3 point 4 write 
5 clothing ! ! 
5 mark . .. j[ 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3. 4 • 5 
2 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 4 5 
2 4 ·5 
4 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 . 4 5 
.. 
. . .. 
2 3 4 5 
9. A potato is a - 1 song 2 planet 3 vegetable 4 table 5 postman .. :1 .. 
. 1 2 3 4 5 
10. Beef is a kind of- 1 horse 2 boat 3 maze · 4 ranch 5meat ..... n .... . . 
2-+ 
2 3 4 5 
11. To chop means - 1 roll 2 note 3 come 4 chide 5 cut ... ... . .. -!! 
1 2 3 4 5 
12. If a thing is above, it is- 1 glad 2 pleasant 3 short 4 higher 5 between 11 .. 
2 4 5 
13. A thing that is bent is ·- 1 warm 2 sharp 3 crooked 4 straight 5 tight . .. 1 1 
14. Travel means - 1 trouble 2 journey 
16. Oil is used for- 1 fuel .2 water 
16. Quarrel means - 1 stop 2 travel 
3 serious 4 prepare 5 junction . . 1 1 
3 fun 
3 fight 
4 writing 
4 forget 
5 presents . . .. . ! : 
5 throw . . . . . ·ll 
17. A hall is a - 1 hom 2 road 3 tooth 4 .room 5 field . . ..... . . ... !! 
2 3 4 5 
2 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
18. An island is surrounded by- 1 sugar 2 gardens 3 earth · 4 salad 5 water ::· .. 
2 3 4 5 
19. Remain means- 1 ride 2 measure 3 happen 4 .stay · 5 accompany .. :: 
2 3 4 
20. Salt is used on - 1 holidays 2 water 3 food 4 birds 5 flowers .. i i 
21. Marriage means - · 1 image 2 civil 
22. A carpenter makes things of - 1 iron 
23. A maid is a - 1 smile ·2 father 
24. A palace is a·- 1 crown 2 storm 
26. A helmet is worn on the - 1 knees 
2 3 4 5 
3 bi-tter 4 obtain 5 wedding .. :: 
2 4 5 
; . 
2 stone 3 cement 4 wood 5 grass :: 
2 3 4 5 
3 girl 4 heart 5 f . .. ru1t · . .. ..... .. :: 
3 lan<;l 
2 breast 
[ 2] 
2 4 5 
4 building 5 policeman .. :: :: 
3 4 
3. feet 4 elbows 5 head !! 
• 
, 
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1 
26. When you miss school, you are - 1 fardy 2 absent 3 present 4 taught 5 fair i i 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
27. A person is alone who is without - 1 money 2 food 3 company 4 shelter 5 danger i i · .. 
2 3 4 5 
28: A stomach is part of the - 1 sea 2 sky 3 body 4 country 5 world ii 
2 3 4 5 . 
29. A man's daughter is his- 1. parent 2 child 3 sister 4 son 5 niece . . ) 
2 3 4 
30. Ill means - 1 sick 3 well 2 hungry 4 safe 5 sorry .. . .. ..... . . :: 
. . . . , :: .. 
2 3 . 4 
31. Excellent means very- 1 · weak 2 good 3 happy 4 poor 5 tired . . :: 
2 3 4 
32. A hive is for - 1 oil 2 school 3 robbers 4 peaches 5 bees . .... :: 
2 3 4 5 
33. To tumble is to - · 1 type 2 .ask 3 knock 4 fall 5 tickle 
•• • • 0 0 •• :: 
I 2 3 4 5 
34. A grandparent is an - 1 antagonist 2 elephant 3 ancestor .4 impostor 5 umpire i: 
35. A smell is an - 1 amount 2 answer · 3 office 
• 
4 o·dor 
. .~. i 2 
5 1dea .. .. . :: .. 
3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
36. An elm is a- 1 mold 2 helm 3 bug 4 tree 5 tool . .... . . . ... . . :: 
.. 'H· .. 
2 3 4 5 
37. A mule is ·a- 1 splinter 2 pearl 3 beast 4 ditch 5 handle . ... .. :: 
1 2 -3 4 ·5 
38. Costly things are ·- 1 expensive 2 pliant 3 scorched 4 liberal 5 domestic :: 
1 3 
39. An author is a - 1 patron 2 · policeman 3 · statesman 4 treasurer 5 writer i i I . . 
40. A mayor is an - 1 expert 
41. A ione is a - 1 number 
42~ To injure is to - 1 slump 
2 animal 
2 stepson 
2 insure 
3 invalid 
3 region 
·3 wound 
4 umbrella 5 official : [ 
4 sliver 5 habit . . . . :: 
4 sell 5 splash . . . . :: 
43. To rouse means to - 1 waken 2 rule 3 roast 4 throw 5 love . . ) 
44. Mild means - 1 gentle 2 price 3 wild 4 new 5 behind ..... .. . :: 
45. Wicked means- 1 generous -2 grateful 3 unselfish 4 evil 5 brilliant :: 
46. To make preparations is to get- 1 over 2 measles 3 ready 4 upon 5 cloudy ii 
47. A selection is a- 1 bullet 
48. To tour is to - 1 prepare 
49. Twinkle means - 1 wrinkle 
50. Coarse cloth is - 1 smooth 
3 desire 4 choice 5 folder .. ii 2 capital 
2 toast 3 lean 4 travel 5 trust . : . . .. i i 
2 ringing · 3 pitiful 4 glisten 5 feeble .. :: 
2 fine · 3 rough 4 cold 5 short . ... .. :: 
51. A bough is a - 1 limb 2 leaf 3 pail 4 crest 5 trunk ...... .. ... :: 
52. To welcome means to- 1 endure 2 persist 3 receive 4 be.lieve 5 practice :: 
[ 3 1 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
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' 63. A blunt thiQ.g is - 1 dull · 2 ·sharp 3 disagreeable 
64. Circular means - 1 careless 2 familiar 3 round 
I 
I 
56. Skillful mtans - 1 laborious 2 excited 3 radical 
66. Interior means - 1 inferior 2 above 
4 black 
4 square 
4 expert 
4 dreary 
5 jealous jj 
5 kindly! ! 
2 3 ~ 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 
1 2 3 . 4 
5 inside .. !! 
2 4 s 
57. Stupid means- 1 studious 2 false 
3 empty 
3 stylish 4 cowardly 5 du,ll .. :: .. 
2 3 4 6 
68. To surrender is to - 1 surround 2 soften 3 colonize 4 yield 5 dance .. H 
2 3 ~ 
69. Destruction causes -1 discipline 2 ruin 3 government 4 s~andal 5 satisfaction !! .. 
:; I ;: 
4 6 
60. To convinck means to. - 1 declare 2 design 3 . combine 4 nourish 5 .persuade i i .. . 
.. .. .. .. 
61. A sign is an - 1 offering 2 agreement 3 acquaintance 4 indication 5 address : i 
2 4 6 
62. A portion is a - 1 ga~e 2 home 3 wall 4 riddle 
1 . 2 4 
63. To overcome is to - 1 discover 2 happen 3 anticipate 
. 64. An insult is an - 1 instinct 2 insertion 3 announcement 
66. To confirm is to make- 1 angry 2 equal 3 trouble 
4 defeat 
4 embrace 
4 certain 
5 worry ii 
5 offense jj 
5. time ii 
66. Valiant means- 1 valid . 2 leJ;lient 3 brave 4 royal 5 loyal. . .... :: 
4 6 
4 5 
2 3 ~ 5 
4-+ 
67. To kindle means to - 1 pick 2 range 3 light 4 soil 5 assist ... . !! 
68. Abrupt means - 1 exclude 2 neutral 3 recent 4 sudden · 5 rugged: : 
69. Fatigue means - 1 fatal 2 faithful · 3. conflict 4 dodge 5 weariness i! 
70. A durable thing is - 1 fantastic 2 courteous ·3 modified 4 lasting 
4 twenty 
5 moist: : 
71. Fourscore is the same as- 1 fourteen 2 fortnight · 3 eighty 5 four jj 
72. To ratify is to - 1 confuse 2 approve 3 assist 5 poison !! 
73. To rebel' is to- 1 realize 2 pledge 3 justify 4 resist 5 flourish . j j 
74. Sullen means- 1 sultry 2 satisfied 3 credulous 4 harmful 5 surly ll 
76. Probability means- 1 disheveled 2 originality 3likelihood 4 sincerity 5 enthusiasm jj 
2 3 ' 5 
3 4 5 . 
3 4 5 
-2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 6 
Score . . : .... 
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TEST 2. PARAGRAPH MEANING 
Sample. 
One' warm, sunny day Helen and h r brother went on · a trip to the beach. 
Their mother and aunt went with them. They took their bathing suits so that 
they could all go into the water. When noontime came, they had lunch on 
the sand. After lunch the children gathered sea shells. They saw a starfish 
and some funny little crabs. 
A. What did Helen and her brother do ? 
1 went to see their aunt 2 went to the seashore 3 went on a train 
4 went for crabs . 5 went fishing . .... ... . .. . .... .. ... . .. .. ......... .. .. . ..... .. . 
B. The weather was -
1 quiet · 2 funny 3 fair · 4 gloomy 5 ·rainy .. .......... . .............. .. . . . [[ 
C. The best name for this story is -
- . 1 Helen and Her Aunt 2 Gathering Shells 3 Eating Lunch Outdoors 
4 One Warm Day 5 A Trip to the Beach . . . ! ..... .... .. .. .... ............ ... .. . . . . [[ 
I 
· Mary and John go to camp as soon as school closes in the summer. They go 
on the train and stay until it i~ time for school to open again in the fall. They 
have a happy time at camp because there are many other boys an·d girls there 
too. They ride, swim, and play games together every day. 
. ' 
1. When do Mary and John go to camp? 
1 before school 2 when school is over 3 in the fall 4 when school starts 
5 every day . .. .. :o• • . . · .. ....... ... ........ . .... : . .... . . 0 • • • •••• 0 0 ••• 0 • •• 0 •• 0 ••••••• ••• [[ 
2·. Which word tells what kind of a time the children have at camp ? 
1 lonesome- 2 sad 3 joyous 4 funny 5 weary ...... 0 •• •• ••••••• • •••••• •• [ [ 
3. How do the children travel to camp ? 
1 on a train 2 on a bus 3 in an automobile 4 on a car 5 in an airplane 0 • [ [ 
4. Th~ best name, for this story would be ----,-
1 Close of School 2 Playing Games 3 A Trip on the Train 
4 A Summer at Camp 5 The Boys at Camp ......... . : .... . . . .... . . ..... . .. ... : ... [ [ 
5. Mary and John enjoy camp life becat..tse they-
1 are glad to be away for the sun1mer . 2 like the ride on the train 
3 are ·glad to be out of school 4 like to study nature 
5 have fun playing games with the other children .............................. _. ........ [ [ 
[ 5 1 
2 3 
I 
. 2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 5 
2 3 5 
' 
2 3 5 
2 
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II 
Jack had a new fish line. His father took him fishing in a little brook at the 
back of his grandfather's. house: Jack was the first to feel a bite. There was 
a strong pull at hi f: line. He tried hard to pull the fish out of the water, but 
it pulled so h~ud his father had to help him. He was happy when he saw his 
fish lying on the grass near the stream. 
6. Jack went -
1 · to his grandfather's house 2 into the water 3 fishing with his father 
4 to buy a fish line 5 to the ocean to fish . . ... ... . . . . ... ... ... . . .. . .... .. .... .. . . 
7. The fish-
1 helped 2 struggled 3 ate 4 tried 5 fell .. . : . . . . . .... . . ..... ... ... . . : H 
8. Jack tried to -
1 fish near the stream 
4 put fish in the brook 
2 pull his father back 3 land his own fish 
5 lie on the grass .. ..... . ... . .. . .. : . . . . .. . . ........ . ..... jj 
9. The best name for this story is -
1 A Trip to Grandfather's · 2 Catching Some Fish 
4 Buying a New Fish Line 5 How Father Fished 
10. Jack enjoyed his trip because -
3 Jack's Fisl.ling Trip 
• 0 •• 0 • • ••••• • •• •• • • •• • •••• 0 ••• 0 · :: 
2 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
1 the fish got away 2 the brook was near grandfather's 3 he cal!-ght a :fine fish 1 2 a 
4 he went to a stream 5 his father helped him . . . . . . ....... . . .. .. ... .. . ..... ... , , 
III . ·~ 
In the cold northlands many animals go to sleep for the whole winter. They 
have to store up enough fat on their bodies in the summertime to last them all 
winter while they are s eeping. These animals grow huge in the summer. 
Bears, which are among the animals which sleep all winter, get so · large in the 
summer that they can hardly move about. All these animals which sleep · 
during the winter crawl into caves or hollow trees when winter nears and stay 
until spring comes once more. When they come out, they are very thin and 
are starving. 
11. How do the animals which sleep through the winter get their winter food ? 
1 by carrying their food in with them _ 2 by getting fat in summer 
3 by coming out for food as they need it 4 by eating the bark of trees 
5 by living on small animals .... . .... . . . ................. . .. . .- . . .. . ...... . . ..... . . .. :! 
12. The climate where these animals live is very -
1 windy 2 warm 3 breezy 4 cold 5 hot . . .. .. . . ... . . . ... . : .. ... ...... . jj 
13. How do the animals look when they come out of the cave ? 
1 huge and fat 2 lean and hungry 3 thin and tired 4 large and strong 
5 huge and starving . . . . . . . ..... .... . .. ........ . .... . . . ... . . . .... . .. . . . . ...... . . . . . .. jj 
I . 
14. The best title for this story would be -
1 Bears Which Go into Caves 2 Thin and Hungry Animals 
3 Animals Which Sleep through the Winter 4 Large Animals Sleep in Winter 
5 While They Are Sleeping .. . .. ... .............. . ... . ....... . . ... ~ . ., ... . ...... . .... . 
16. The animals which sleep through the winter make winter dens -
1 in the summertime 2 in the open woods 3 when spring comes 
4 in caverns or hollow logs 5 while they are sleeping . ............. . ............. . 
[ 6 ] 
2 
3 5 
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lV 
The St. Ben:ards a_re among the bravest of dogs. They are large and very 
strong . . In Switzerland these dogs are trained•to go out and find travelers who 
are lost in the snowdrifts on the high mountains. A first-aid kit containing f9od 
and medicine is hung about their necks, and a warm blanket is strapp~d on their ' 
backs. When they find worn-out travelers, they dig them o"ut of the snow and 
help them if they are .awake and able to move. If the travele'r is injured and 
helpless, the dog is trained to go back to the town below and bring aid. Many 
lives are saved eve'ry year by these fearless animals. 
16. What is the most valuabie thing that St- Bernard dogs do ? 
1 They can climb over snowdrifts. 2 They are good mountain climbers. 
3 They are trained to rescue lost travelers. 4 They are large and strong. 
5 They carry first-aid kits. . ...................... . ............. . .. .. . ... ... : .. ~: 
17. The St. Bernard dog is -
1 cowardly 2 speedy 3 courageous 4 rough 5 fierce .. · ... .. .. . ....... ~~ 
18 . . How does the dog assist worn-out travelers ? , 
1 by digging large hole in the snow 2 by climbing the drifts to the traveler 
3 by bringing first aid 4 by covering him with a blanket 5 by his great strength ~ [ 
19. The best title for this story is-
1 Trai.niD.g Dogs 2 The Heroic St. Bernard 3 A ·strange St. Bernard Dog 
4 People Lost in Mountains 5 Traveling through Snowdrifts . .. . ' ..... . ..... ... ~ ~ 
20. What do the dogs do for the travelers they cannot help ? 1 stand the man on his feet 
2 give him food and medicine 3 return to the village for aid 
4 carry him down the mountain 5 give lfim the first-aid kit . .. . . . . . : ......... ... l: 
. 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
v 7-+ 
The camel possesses a most uncommon body, which almost seem& made to 
order for the many purposes he fills in the life of the desert people. His mouth 
is peculiarly fitted .for secur~ng food. The strong membr~ne and powerful 
teeth enable him to tear off the dry shrubs and stiff, prickly cactus of the desert. 
His huge nostrils allow him to breathe deeply. They close tightly when a sand-
storm arises, thus sHutting out the choking sands. His hump, a mere lump of 
fat, is of great use if food fails, for he can obtain nourishment from it for many 
days. He is also provided with inside reservoirs which hold enough water to 
last him for four or five days. Unfortunately the camel is dull. To kneel down 
at a given signal is abqut the only trick he ever learns. Although the camel is 
homely he is nevertheless valuable, for without him many portions of the earth 
would remain untraveled. · 
21. The camel is- 1 more intelligent than the horse 2 capable of learning a great deal 
3 rather unintelligent 4 poorly taught 5 friendly and intelligent . . . . . . .. . ... . 
22. The body of the camel is-
1 unfortunate 2 unusual 3 graceful 4 evil 5 inspiring . . . . .......... · . ~ ~ 
2~. The mouth· of the camel - 1 is harmed by thorny cactus 2 is small and tough 
· 3 is well suited for procuring food 4 · tightens when a sandstorm arises 1 / 
5 provides an 'inside reservoir . . . . . . ... .... .... ... .. .... . ... ...... . ... ...... ... ~ ~ 
24. The best title for this story is - 1 The Homely Body of the, Camel 
2 Why the Camel Is Useful 3 The Stupidity of the Camel 
4 Sandstorms on the Desert 5 How the Camel Eats .... ........... .... ... : .. . 
25. The camel is- · 1 unsuited for desert travel 2 helpless in a sandstorm 
3 a tricky animal 4 well adapted for desert travel 5 friendly and intelligent ... 
[ 7 ] 
5 
5 
6· 
5 
5 
I 
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VI 
Bill vaulted . the fence into the corral and faced. the bucking pony. At his 
approach the little animal struck out wrth his forefeet, but Biil was quick and 
avoided him. · The hoy caught the pony close to ~he head and with a rapid 
movement sprang into the stirrups. Then began the real task. With head 
down, back up, and whinnying loudly, the animal reared into the airfl bouncing 
. back to earth with · terrific force. He tried every tri~k possible to throw his 
rider, plunging and rearing in all directions, but Bill held on. Finally, after 
many minutes, the · exhausted pony, wet with perspiration, stood still. His 
nostrils trembled, but one felt that though his body had been subdued, his 
spirit was still unbroken. 
26. When Bill approached, the pony was - 1 tired and broken 2 quieted in spirit 
3 impatient to be ridden 4 disturbed and angry 5 thrown to the ground . ... . i! 
27. The pony was finally -
1 overbalanc-ed 2 exultant 3 overpowered 4 ·distracted 5 restored 
28. The little pony tried to - 1 outlive his rider 2 aid the boy 
3 unseat his rider 4 exhaust the animal · 5 butt Bill .. . . ........ . .......... ... . . j j 
29. The best title for this story is -
1 Riding the Range 2 An Exhausted Pony 3 Breaking a Pony 
4 A Perspiring Pony 5 Bill Approached a Pony .. .. . . .. .. . . . .... .. ........ . ..... . :: 
30. The article illustrates -
1 how to enter a corral 2 a whinnying pony 3 trickery in riding 
4 leading a pony 5 skill 1n horsemanship . . .. ..... : . ............................. j! 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
VII 8-+ 
Studying bird life with a camera is certainly an entrancing sport. One can 
· engage in it without destroying life, yet get great satisfaction from the thrilling 
activities it offers. The sport is appropriate for any time or place. From it 
one can derive all sorts of adventures, for to be a good photographer of birds 
in their native haunts it is necessary to climb trees and cliffs as well as travel 
on land and water. How interesting it is to find their nests, learn where they 
stay at various times during the day, how the young are fed and· cared for, and 
procure photographs of the birds in various attitudes. Hiking with the camera 
thr6ugh the woods is always an enjoyment. There is a feeling of excitement 
and expectancy present, for one never knows at -what moment he may come 
upon some unusual bird activity. 
31. Making studies of bird life is interesting beca-use -
1 they haunt native places 2 of the various activities one can observe 
3 it is always done on water 4 the young are fed and cared for 
5 the sport is appropriate .. .. ... . ......... .... . .. .... . .. . . ... . . . ... .... .. . .. . ..... . 
32. Using a camera in place of a rifle encourages wild life by promoting~ 
1 destruction 2 conservation 3 dissatisfaction 4 conversation 5 haunts 
33. Bird study is a satisfying sport because ·-
1 the young are fed 2 the birds like it 3 one can get eggs out of nests 
4 it can be enjoyed during all seasons 5 one can use a rifle . . . ...... . .. . ..... . .. . 
34. The best title for this story is -
1 Interesting Birds 2 The Excitement of Adventure 3 Taming Wild Birds 
4 Photography of Wild Birds 5 Destroying Bird Life ........ . .. .. .......... ~ .... . 
36. Taking pictures of oird life is fascinating because -
1 it is helped by a camera 2 it takes much time 3 it gives more bird pictures 
4 it brings adventure without destruction of life 5 it scatters the birds about .. . .. 
[ 8 ] 
2 
2 
2 
2 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
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VIII 
In the part of 'our country which gets very little rain in the summer 
the ground must be wet by irrigation to make the plants grow. Otherwise all 
the crops would be spoiled by dry weathef. This form of agriculture is carried 
on in states where snow is found high up in th€ mountains the entire year. A 
large reservoir is made by damming up the mountain streams. The snow, 
melting in summer, rushes into a stream. This, in turn, is joined to a large 
ditch. At the head of the ditch is an intake gate. This can be opened and 
· closed at will. In this way water is drawn ·off and the various fields are irri-
gated. The water cah be turned on whenever. the fields need it. The parts 
of our country where irrigation is possible seldom have crop failures, because 
water can be secured when it is needed. 
36. This form of agriculture is carried on where -
1 crops are grown in summer 2 mountain streams make it possible 
3 cities are near 4 there are large reservoirs 5 there are crop failures .. ' .. . .. . 
37. Because irrigation is possible crop failures are -
, 1 increased 2 reduced 3 possible . 4 permitted 5 eliminated . . . ... .. . ·:: 
38. They stop the water from Hooding the fields by - , 
1 damming the ditch 2, use of gates 3 opening the reservoir 1 
4 irrigating the field~ 5 drawing off the water ... . ... .. ... . . ... . . .... . ......... [ [ 
39. The best title for this story would be -
1 Damming Up Streams 2 Supplying Water for Irrigation 
3 Crops in Dry Weather 4 Building Huge Dams 5 Supplying Water for Colorado [ [ 
~0. Land that is irrigated yields better harvests because -
1 in summer it gets little rain 2 it is high up in the mountains 
2 
2 3 
·: 
2 3 
2 3 
3 water may be applied as needed 4 the water can be turned off 2 3 
5 agriculture is carried on . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ ~ 
IX 
Sugar beets must be raised where cheap labor can be secured because the 
plants require a great deal of cultivation, most of which must be done by hand. 
First the plants are thinned a:nd then blocked to get the correct number in the 
rows. The roots from which the sugar is extracted are not like the red beets 
which are. eaten as veget;:tbles, but are more like the common turnips. These 
roots are washed, sliced, .and soaked in water. The water is later drawn off 
and boiled into beet syrup. Then the syrup is.changed to a brown sugar called 
raw sugar. The last step is to send the raw sugar through the refinery, whery 
it is cleaned and whitened. Then the white sugar is . ready to be boxed and 
sold for use in our homes. 
41 • . Sugar beets must be raised where labor is not expensive because they require -
' 1 much care 2 much wasmng 3 many plants in a row 4 soaking in water 
5 much boiling . .... ..... .. ........ .. .... . / ....... . , ...................... · .. ... . ~ . [[ 
42. What kind of labor is most used in the raising of sugar beets ? 
1 machine 2 manual 3 difficult 4 easy 5 unusual .......... . ..... . .. , 
The raw sugar is - 1 made into syrup 2 refined and whitened 1 
3 boxed and sold 4 left as it is 5 changed to brown-sugar ............... . ... [[ 
43. 
44. The best title for this story is - 1 Blocking and Thimiing Beets 
2 Colorado Sugar Beets • 3 How Beet Sugar Is Obtained 
4 Cleanitig Raw Sugar 5 How Beet S~gar Is Whitened .... ......... · ........ . ... [ [ 
45. Raising sugar beets ~equires- 1 inexpensive labor · 2 syrup changed to sugar 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 sugar to be cleaned 4 many common turnips 5 raw sugar ................. ~ ~ . . . 
[ 9 ] 
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46. 
X 
Airplanes are growing more important every year. Today they have 
traveled to almost every . part of the world and into many places that would 
otherwise have remained unexplored. Daring pilots have been responsible 
for many outstanding feats. . They hiive gone to the aid of dying men when 
there was no other opportunity of reaching them. At 'one time serum was 
carried to Alaska by plane and saved the lives of many children who were 
seriously ill of diphtheria. Every day of the year, and in all· kinds of wea,ther, 
Uncle Sam's pilots carry the mail through the air. Practically every day one 
reads of some new achievements of airplanes. 
Airplanes have rendered valuable service ~o humanity by~ 1 carrying many diseases 
2 having no other opportunity 3 aiding the sick and dying 
4 helping' boys to become pilots 5 taking passengers in the air . ........ ~ ...... , . 
47. The life of an airplane pilot is-
1 lonesome 2 easy ' 3 hazardous 4 happy 5 high .................... · :: 
48. Airplanes are used for a variety of services such as -
1 exploring, carrying mail, and aiding the sick 2 carrying mail in all sorts of weather 
/ 
2 3 
3 bringing serum to diphtheria patients 4 serving humanity 2 a 
5 traveling in all kinds of weather . 0 0 0 • 0 0 •• 0 • 0 • 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 •• 0 0 0 •••••••••••••••••• ~ ~ 
49. The best title for this story is -
1 Mail Pilots 2 Exploring with Airplanes 2 
3 Value of Airplanes 4 Life of ·an Air Pilot 5 A Trip to Alaska ............. . . ! ! 
50. The accomplishments of airplanes are ~ 1 0 2 
1 unimportant 2 understanding 3 trivial 4 significant 5 serious 
XI 
The mode of living on the plantations of the South was vastly different from 0 
that of the e,arly 'New England ,people. · The spacious Southern mansions, 
surrounded by the many slave cabins, gardens, and poultry yards, were often 
in themselves small villages. While many of these planters were living in 
wasteful extravagance, the Puritans of New England were living in modest 
two-room homes. They were thrifty people who were not in favor of the 
riotous living and entertaining of the planters. The New England people were 
more interested in the establishment of good common schools for all people, 
while the rich planters did not favor this idea. They had tutors at home for 
their children, or sent them to Europe to be educated. 
51. The New Englanders were interested in - 1 having tutors for their sons 
2 organizing good public schools 3 educating their children in England 
4 living in two rooms 5 riotous living and entertaining 0 ••••••••••••• 0 • 0 •••••••• 
52. Which word best describes a Southern planter? 
1 lavish 2 gallant 3 brave 4 weak 5 frugal .............. 0 • •••• •• 0 0 .U 
)3. Which word best describes a New England home? 
1 magnificent 2 insignificant 3 unpretentious 4 extensive 5 valuable 
. ·:: 
54. · The best title for this story is -
1 A Story of Education , 2 A Comparison of the Life of the Planters 
3 Northern and Southern Modes of Living 4 The Thrifty New England People 
5 Good Schools for All 0 0 0 , 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 • • 0 0 •••• 0 • • • •• • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 •• ••••• 0 •• 0 0 •• \\ 
55. The Ss:mthern gentlemen desired -
1 common education for all . 2 the organizing of good public schools 
3 good education for members of his own family , 
4 tutors for children in New England 5 good free schools for. planters' sons ..... ·:: 
[ 10 ] 
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xn 
The pulmqtor; a device for the resuscitation of persons suffering from gas 
poisoning, drowning, or electric shock, consists of a tank of compressed oxygen 
which is thinned with air and pumped into the lungs of the patient. It must , 
be remembered that if breathing is to be produced artificially the process must 
be begun within ten minutes after the breathing has stopped or the person 
may not revive. Therefore it is not safe to wait to begin to revive the person 
until the pulmotor arrives. Some other method . of restoring consciousness 
should be attempted in orqer to avoid a fatality. While the pulmotor can be 
of great advantage, it is also a very .dangerous instrument in the hands of an 
inexperienced person. There is great peril, if the instrument is not properly 
handled, of drawing the air out of the small air cells in the Jungs and collapsing 
them. · 
56. The pulmotor is an instrument for - ·11-+ 
1 collapsing the lungs 2 avoiding ·drowning 3 indu.cing artifi~ial resprration 
4 administering electric shock 5 inducing carbon monoxide .. ." .... . ... .. . ..... . 
57. What is conveyed to the patient by means of the pulmotor? 
1 concentrated oxygen 2 a device Of great advantage 3 air cells which collapse 
4 a mixture of oxygen diluted with air 5 a combination of oxygen and nitrogen .. . 
58. If the person is to be resuscitated, artificial respiration should be started -
1 by a dangerous instrument 2 for collapsing the lungs 3 within ten minutes 
4 by a tank of oxygen 5 by an inexperienced person ......................... . . 
59. · While waiting for the pulmotor one should - . 
1 attempt to · avoid the instrument 2 apply another type of resuscitation 
3 pump oxygen from a tank 4 draw air out of the lungs 5 dilute the air ..... . 
60. The pulmotor is a menace in the hands of a novice because -
1 of the danger of injuring the stomach 2 i~ might not arrive on time 
3 it can be of great advantage 4 it should be properly handled 
5 of the danger of collapsing the lungs ... . .... . ................ . ....... . ....... . 
( II ] 
2 
2 4 
2 4 
4 
4 
Score .. .... . 
I 
TEST 4. WRITTEN RECALL 
I 
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Blackie was a little kitten. One day a big dog chased him. He became 
· frightened and ran up a tree. After he got high up in the branches, he was 
afraid to come down. The little girl who owned him came and stood beneath 
the tree. ' She called to Blackie and showed him his dish of milk, hoping he 
would want his supper enough to try to come down. But he would not come. 
Finally her father called the fire chief. He sent a fireman with a ladder. The 
man went up the tree and carried little Blackie down. The little girl was . 
happy to have her ~itten again. 
n 
John could hardly wait, so· anxious was he to try the new canoe he had 
received for his birthday. As soon as he finished his breakfast he raced with his 
brother and sister to the lake. Here they examined his splendid new gift. 
John's father showed him how to use the paddle and told him that he might 
take his brother and sister for a short . ride in the canoe; but warned him that 
he must not go too far from shore before he was thoroughly familiar with 
handling the new craft. All went smoothly, and gradually John forgot his 
caution arid drifted farther from shore. Suddenly there came a great gust of 
wind. In a moment the lake was fill~d with heavy waves. John struggled to 
keep the little canoe upright. Luckily they were not far from a small island .. 
He steered for this and reached the shore just as a particularly large wave 
turned the canoe bottom side up. The three children scrambled from the water 
out onto the island just as another huge wave came in. The·canoe floated away:, 
and John feared he had lost his precious gift. But a party in a little steamer 
presently came to the aid of the stranded children and rescued the canoe, which 
had blown a distance away. 
[ . 12 J 
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TEST 1. WORD MEANING Durrell-Sullivan : Read. Achievem't : Inter. B 
Samples. 2 • 3 4 6 
An apple is a kind of- 1 paint 2 metal 3 anima{ 4 fruit 5 chair .. H .. .. 1 .. 
2 3 4 6 
-2 big 3 hurt 4 little 5 like . . .......... :: Large means - 1 angry 
I .. .. 
1 2 3 4 5 
T 6 shut means to - - 1 help 2 give 3 take 4 run 5 close ... . . ... [! 
3 4 
1. A hat is-worn on the- 1 shoe 2 head 3 chair 5 hand H .. 
2; We use our ears to - 1 eat 2 carry 3 see 4 jump 5 hear ..... . :: , 
I 
3. Blue is a- 1 place 2 ·game 3 road 4 color 5 number ....... . ·ll 
4. A boat sails on the- 1 lake 2 ground 
6. The sun gives - 1 rain 2 snow 3 light 
3 fire 6. A rock is a big - 1 dinner 2 city 
3 hill 4 farm 5 table 11 
4air 5 darkness ...... ,!: 
4 stone 5 hole .... .. . ·l l 
7. We tell time by a- 1 guess 2 clock 3 pen 4 book 5 dish- .... H 
8. To be quick means to be- 1 slow 2 tall 3 lazy 4 fat 5 fast .. :: 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
~ 3 4 5 
3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 6 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
9. An eye is part of a - -1 foot 2 pencil 3 face 4 table 5 leg .. . _ .. H . _ . _ . _ 
2 3 4 
10. When we leave we - 1 pull - 2 go 3 stop 4 sleep 
4 flower 
5 think .. . ... . u .. 
11. A violet is a - _ 1 cake 2 bell 3 dress 5 basket ....... ,U 
12. To be angry is to be- l kind 2 early 3 funny 4 strange 
13. A person who is timid is-_ - 1 afraid 2 hungry 3 brave 4 quick 
4 begin 
4 hold; -
14. To start means to - 1 reac);l 
16. To rob means to- 1 believe 
16,. To be still is to be- 1 fair 
2 ch~nge 
2 guess 
2 quiet 
3 stop 
3 steal 
3 pretty 4 ready 
5 cross :: 
5 honest 11 
5 catch 11 
5 hope ... ·ll 
5 noisy. , ·ll 
17. A weary person feels - l happy 2 clean 3 strong 4 tired 5 safe ii 
18. To whip means to- 1 fum 
19. To strike means to- 1 hit 
20. To build means to- 1 destroy 
2 help 
2 hide 
2 pay 
21. When you draw you use a - 1 country 
3 handle 
3 learn 
3 cover 
_ 4 break 
4 suppose 
4 make 
5 beat .... H 
5 . .. pomt . .. n 
5 capture n 
2 :f:ilower 3 dish 4 pencil 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
22. A cannon is a - 1 foot 2 mouth 3 canoe 4 -roof 5 gun ......... ~~ - .. .,, .. 
; 
23. A crow is a - 1 sailor 2 rooster 3 bird 
24. Glow means - 1 shine 2 jump 3 start 
26. Napkins are often made of- 1 bark 2 rock 
[ 2 ] 
1 
4 window 5 color ...... \\ 
5 grow . . . ·'· ... . n 
1 
4 bring 
3 china 4 cloth 5 leather jj 
(Go right on to the next page.) 
2 5 3 t; 
.. .. ;-H .. 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 
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1 2 3 4 5 
26. Find means - 1 expect 2 believe · 3 help 4 · lose 5 d' :: lSCOVer . . .. -!! .. 
2 3 4 5 
27. Spring is one of the- 1 moJJ.ths 2 clouds 3 stars 4 seasons 
2 3 4 5 
28. Maple is a kind of- 1 haystack 2 saddle 3 wood 4 park 5 region jj 
2 3 4 5 
29. Grand means - 1 terrible 2 cross 3 quiet 4 grateful 5 magnificent i i 
'. . . 
. 1 2 3 4 5 
30·. Verse means - 1 legal 2 adversity . 3 gracious 4 poetry · 5 inferior j j 
2 3 4 5 
31. Aid means- .1 drink 2 hate 3 hurt 4 help 5 change ... . .. . . . . jj 
2 4 5 
32. A century is - 1 6 months 2 100 years 3 50 years 4 100 cents 5 30 days : j 
3 4 5 
33. A nervous person is - 1 hungry 2 lucky . 3 fatal 4 restless 5 enthusiastic i i 
3 4 5 
34. A locomotive is an - 1 associate 2 argument 3 inlet 4 ultimatum 5 engine .. .. Y 
1 \ ; 3 4 5 
36. A brilliant star is - 1 sacred 2 rhythmic 3 distant 4 bright 5 unfavorable . . . . . . j j 
36. A nostril is part of a- 1 house 2 nose 3 rattle · 4 poem 5 salad .. .. .. ....... . . jj 
37. An adventure is - 1 sentimental 2 exciting 3 fictitious 4 simple 5 generous .... . !j 
38. Payments are usually made in----: 1 libraries 2 wagons 3 money 4 ·feathers 5 explanation j j 
39. Education means - 1 cooperation 2 indolence 3 performance 4 tyranny 5 learning j j 
40. To be acquainted with means to- 1 disapprove 2 trust 3 insure 4 know 
41. To fling is to - 1 hurl 2 inspire 3 lecture 4 rebel 5 htg . . .. .. ...... . . . . . . . .. :: 
42. Forceful means - 1 independent 2 sinful 3 powerful 4 extreme 5 merciful . . . . . .j j 
43. Pull means - 1 draw 2 push 3 roll 4 hate 
44. Wondrous means- 1 meritorious 2 privately 
45. A thing that is real is - 1 genuine 2 artificial 
46. Unfortuhate means - 1 unkind 2 unavoidable 
5 right . - ... . . . .. . ..... .. "' . .... . . :: 
3 marvelous 
3 shiftless 
3 unlucky 
4 purple 
4 gracious 
4 untrue 
5 infl.uential jj 
5 lavish .. .. H 
5 comfortable [ j 
47. A mansion is a- 1 stable 2 cement 3 machine 4 house 5 dance ... - .. .. . .. .. . H 
48. To station is to - 1 shoot 2 place 3 maintain 4 ·bother 5 surprise . . . . . . .. , . . .. : : 
Frontier means - 1 frank 2 distinct 3 humane 4 border 5 inlay ... . . . . . . .. ... . :: 
1 dirty 2 careful 3 broken 4 old 5 open ....... ... ... . . ... • . . :) 
legislature m akes -=-- 1 fashions 2 laws 3 famines 4 clapboards 5 napkins ... .. : i 
are - 1 shipwrecks 2 caravans 3 cathedrals 
1 thirsty ~ solid 3 fireproof - 4 tom 
4 writings 5 medicines . . [ l 
5 dirty ........ ..... .. .... . lj 
(Go right on to the next page.) 
I 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 . 5 
2 3 4 5 
3+. 
2 3 4 • 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
. . . ~ ~ 
2 3 4 s· 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
n . .. 
2 3 4 5 
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2 · 3 4 5 
64. To require means to - 1 receive 2 inquire 3 need 4 study 5 think .. . .... ... ..ii 
3 4 5 
66. Yawning means- 1 covered 2 sturdy _3 rude 4 insure 5 open . . ... . ... .. . . ... . !! 
2 3 4 5 
66. To be entitled to means to have a- 1 blister 2 book 3 claim 4 defect 5 tailor . . j i 
.\ 2 3 4 5 
67. Steed means- 1 face 2 instead 3 horse 4 thicket q hurry ... - ~ ......... . . . . . .. ! i 
2 3 4 5 
68. To induce is to - 1-persuade 2 persevere · 3 splice 4 cancel 5 dislodge . . . . . . .. . i i 
3 . 4 5 
69. A petal is part of a - 1 bicycle 2 fence 3 child 4 stampede 5 flower . . . . .. .... . : ! 
2 3 4 5 
60. A gallop is a rapid - 1 riyer 2 boat 3 gait 4 judgment 5 engine . . . .. .. . .... .. . :: 
2 4 5 
61. To liken is to - 1 cheapen 2 ignite 3 compare 4 disturb 5 prohibit. . . . .. .. , . .. i i 
2 3 4 
62. Zealous means:__ 1 eager 2 dusky 3 forgetful 4 liberal 5 formal . . : .. . . . ... ... . i! 
2 3 4 . 5 
63. A tinge is a - 1 juice 2 liquid 3 ghost 4 diet 5 shade . .. ... . ...... . . .. .... . .. :: 
2 3 4 5 . 
64. To perceive means to - 1 punish 2 defend 3 waylay 4 corrupt 5 observe ... . .. Y 
' 1 2 3 4 5 
66. An arbor is a - 1 labor 2 night , 3 peasant 4 drink 5 bower ... .... ... . .. .. .. ... :: 
2 3 4 5 
66. Pathetic means - 1 pitiable 2 impatient 3 route 4 obstinate 5 heroic .... . ... .. . i! 
2 3 4 5 
67. Jet means - 1 joke 2_ fleecy 3 blue 4 black 5 patter .. ." .. . . .... .... .. . .. . .. . , i i 
2 3 4 
68. If you are discouraged you are - 1 disguised 2 dejected 3 mediocre 4 distorted 5 romantic ! ! 
2 3 4 
69. Complex means - · 1 humorous · 2 compromise 3 complicated 4 ~olerant 5 shapeless j: !\ ' .. 
2 3 4 
70. An incline is a - 1 decision · 2 volume 3 column . 4 slope 5 rumor . . ...... . . . . . :: 
3 4 
71. Cadence ineans - 1 coincidence 2 humility 3 rhythm 4 penitence 5 revolt .. . .. :: 
2 4 
72. To denounce is to - 1 echo 2 accuse · 3 enthrone 4 praise 5 ignite ..... .. .. .. ) ! 
73. A knoll is a small- 1 man 2 animal 3 room 4hill 5 machine . . ..... . . .. . .. . . . ;: • .. 
3 
74. A constellation is composed of- 1 acid 2 citizens 3 bushes 4 stars 5 embers .. :: 
2 
75. Immortal means - 1 wicked 2 laudable · 3 deathiess 4 bright 5 intensive . .. .... j j 
Score .. . . 
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TEST 2. PARAGRAPH MEANING 
One warm, sunny day Helen and her brother went on a trip to the beach. 
Their mother and aunt went with them. They took their bathing suits so that 
they could all go into the water. When noontime came, they had lunch on 
the sand. After lunch the children gathered sea shells. They saw a starfish 
and some funny little crabs. 
A. What did Helen and her brother do ? 
1 went to see their aunt 2 went to the seashore 3 went on a train 
4 went for crabs . 5 went fishing ... ... . ..... .. ... . . . ........... . . .. .. . . . . : . .. . 
B. The weather wa3 -
. 1 
1 quiet 2 funny 3 fair 4 gloomy 5 rainy ... ... .. . . ..... . . . .. ... ... . . jj 
C. The best name for this story is -
1 Helen and Her Aunt 2 Gathering Shells 3 Eating Lunch Outdoors 
4 One Warm Day 5 A Trip to the Beach ..... .. .. . . . . .. . .. ... . . . ... .. ... . . .. . jj 
I 
Tom was standing before his hous~. He saw a little kitten trying to cross 
the street. A car was coming. He was afraid the kitten would be hurt . He 
started to run into the street. He would have been hurt himself if a man had 
not held him. When the car had gone along Tom looked across the street. 
The kitten was playing on the grass. It had not be.en hit, after all. 
1. Tom was-
1 playing in the street 
4 in front of his home 
2. The kitten was -
2 ·riding in a car 3 playing with a kitten 
5 sitting down ... . ... . ........................ . .. . .. . . 
1 struck 2 safe 3 hurt 4 sad 5 . .. qu1et .... .. . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. ... . ... n 
· 3. Tom was not hurt because-
1 he was afraid 2 the kitten came back 3 someone stopped him 
4 he got across 5 he stood in front of his house ..... . ... . . .... . . .... . ......... H 
4. The best name for this story is -
2 
I 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 A Funn.y Kitten 2 Tom's House 3 A Brave Man 4 A Little Boy 2 
5 Tom and the Kitten . . ......... .. .............................. .. .. . ...... . .. ·ll . . 
6. Tom was afraid that-
1 he would be hurt 2 the car would hit the man 3 he would lose his hat 1 
4 the car would run over the kitten 5 the puppy would be hurt ....... . ......... ·ll 
----------------~-----------[5] 
3 
3 
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Mary Jane had lived all of her seven years on a farm and had never seen a 
city. One morning her Uncle Jim asked her if she would like to go with him 
to the big city fifty miles away. She was very happy to go, ~nd soon she and 
Uncle Jim were driving away in his big car. When they reached the city her 
uncle took her into a store. She had always heard her mother talk of a store 
where most things cost only a dime and ,many things were for sale for a nickel. 
She had saved up twenty-five cents during the year, and when she left the 
store she had spent all of it for a small auto like Uncle Jim's, a set of tiny doll 
clothes, a toy set of chairs, and a: box of crayons. She went home very· happy, 
and fell asleep on Uncle Jim's arm before they reached her village. 
f:i'. Mary Jane was born _:_ 
1 in a city 2 in the country 3 on a hill 4 at a store 5 :five years ago ... 
7. The best name for this story is - 1 An Automobile Ride. 2 Mary's Uncle 
3 A Visit to the City 4 Mary Falls Asleep 5 Mary's Money ................. ! ! 
8. What did Mary do as they drove home ? 1 bought some crayons 
2 spent twenty-five cents 3 bought some toys 4 took a nap . 
9. Uncle Jim ~sked Mary Jane to-
2 
2 3 4 6 
1 go :fishing 2 go to the store 3 go swimming 2 3 4 6 
4 go to the city 5 buy some toys ... . .... .. .. .... . . .......................... ~! 
10. How did Mary Jane feel when she went home ? 
1 sad 2 lonesome 3 happy 4 afraid 5 sick .......................... !! 
III 
Hugh has enjoyed making things ever since he had woodworking in school. 
During vacation he decided to make a gift for his father. He saw that his dad 
scattered his pipes all over the house, and that his mother pretended to be 
annoyed by finding them in so many places. He thought it would be a good 
idea to build a pipe rack for his father. It was to have spaces for twelve pipes. · 
He bought the wood at a lumber yard and worked on it down cellar, and no one 
knew of his plans. It took most of his vacation to make his gift . . When it 
was finished he polished it carefully with wax, and carved his dad's name upon 
the center board. One morning, when the whole family were gathered at 
breakfast, he gave his father the ·package. Hugh watched his face eagerly. 
When he saw how happy his father was he was glad he had done the work. 
11. Hugh noticed that his father- 1 forgot his tools 2 needed neckties 
3 had lost his pipe 4 left pipes in several places 5. had bought some lumber 
12. Hugh worked on his gift-
1 everywhere 2 kindly 3 nightly 4 fully 5 secretly ............ ..... . 
13. The rack contained places for- 1 a pair of pipes 2 a dozen pipes 
3 a dozen neckties ' 4 several gifts 5 woodworking tools . ... . . .... .... ..... . 
14. Hugh pr~sented the gift-
1 on Christmas day 2 in the morning 3 after supper _ 
4 in the cellar 5 after school ... ... _ ... _ .. _ . . . . _ . . _ ... . ..................... . 
15. Hugh finished the pipe rack by-
1 rubbing it with oil 2 rubbing it with sandpaper 3 putting on varnish 
4 nailing it to the wall 5 shining it with wax ..................... ~ ........... . 
[ 6 ] 
• 
2 3 4 6 
..: 
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A mother who had spent all her spare time making a garden instructed her 
children never to walk upon the flowers or to break or pick them unless they 
asked her permission. One day when she came to water the garden she saw 
that nearly all the t all-stemmed flowers were broken or torn up by the roots. 
She called to the children, but not.one of them replied. S11e went into the house 
and rang the bell to summon them. ·There was no answer. She returned to 
her garden anq attempted to replace those ·plants which were not entirely de-
stroyed. As she neared the flower bed she saw two puppies romping through 
her flowers; breaking them as they played. She felt sad because she had 
thought the children to blame. At suppertime she gave each one an extra 
piece of cake. They were surprised, for they did not know what they had 
done to deserve this treat. 
16. How did Mother feel when the children came to supper? 1 
1 amused 2 cross · 3 sorry 4 ill 5 weary . . .......................... i i 
. .. 
17. When Mother called, the children- 1 were romping 2 did not reply 
3 answered 4 came in the house 5 called the puppies . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 
. · : : 
18. What is the best title for this story? 
1 The Children's Party 2 A Good Supper 3 Making a Garden 1 
4 Mother Rings the Bell f<tr the Children 5 Mother Is Mistaken ......... .. ..... [j 
19. Who were guilty of ruining the garden? 1 the children 2 the boys next door 
· 3 two young dogs 4 a boy and a girl 5 three little kittens . ... ..... . 
20. The mother told her children to- 1 pick the flowers 2 weed the garden . 
3 be careful of the garden 4 pick blueberries 5 plant vegetables ... . , .. .. . . .. ![ 
v 
Traveling between places in the olden days was . tiresome and at times very 
unsafe. Most of the journeys were made in stagecoaches. Though these 
coaches were very gay to look at, they were actually cold and drafty in winter · 
and hot and poorly ventilated in summer. There were few bridges, and the 
horses were forced to ford the streams. The roads were poor and very muddy . 
in rainy weather. The passengers were often called on to help the driver if the 
coach became mired and would not move. ·Sometimes the heavy mud caused 
a coach to overturn, bringing injury to passengers. For these reasons people 
did not travel for pleas4re but only when it was important for them to do so. 
21. According to the paragraph travel in former times was - , 
1. very gay 2 sometimes dangerous · 1 
3. always by stagecoach 4 very expensive 5 exposed to robbers ..... · ...... · ... 11 
22. According to the paragraph people made journeys in the past -
1 because they .enjoyed riding 2 when necessi.ty demanded it 3 only in summer 1 
4 because roads were unsafe 5 because there were few other pleasures ... .. . .. . :: 
The best title for this paragraph is- 1 Stagecoach Trave\ . · 2 Traveling over Streams1 
3 A Long Journey 4 Helping the Driver 5 "An Adventure in a Stagecoach ....... :: 
24. When a stream having no bridge was encountered- 1 the stagecoach turned back 
2 a bridge was built 3 the horses crossed in a shallow place 
4 the passengers ~aded across 5 the passengers pushed the coach . .. . . ........ . [ [ 
25. According to the paragraph passengers were injured-
1 getting into the coach 2 by the horses · 3 if a coach turned over 
4 when the coach was mired 5 crossing streams .. . : .......................... . 
----------------~----~lzl 
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VI DurreU-Sullivan: Read. Achievem't: Inter. B 
When the first settlers arrived in this count:try the land was heavily forested. 
· It was necessary for them to remove trees in order to clear land for homes and 
obtain logs for building houses and provide fuel for their needs. Later, as the 
number of people increased and cities began to spring up, great quantities of 
lumber were required. Often there were hundreds of houses and buildings 
being constructed at one time in a single city. All of these demanded an im-
mediate supply of lumber. Too often, in ·order to sell this lumber and secure 
the money it brought, unwise dealers cut down the young as well as the full-
grown trees. This left many unnecessary bare spots. Since it takes a tree 
many, many years to become full · grown, it has not been easy to reforest these 
areas . Land from which trees have been cut in this way is often worthless, for 
it is covered with deep-rooted stumps . . Because we realize how much damage 
was needlessly done we are much more considerate of our trees today. 
26. According to the pa,ragraph t he pioneers cut lumber to- 1 increase the quantity 
2 grow new trees 3 supply necessities 4 construct bridges 5 build railroads 
27. The best title for this paragraph is- 1 Building Cities 2 Use and Abuse of Our Forests 
3 Unwise Construction 4 Unnecessary Lumbering 5 Pioneer Construction ... . 
28. Reforestation was difficult because of the-
1 situation of the land 2 lack of adequate fup.ds · 3 development of large cities 
. . 
4 slow growth of trees 5 damage to roots ... . . .... . .. ... . . . ....... . .... . .... . 
29. The deforested land was useless because-
1 the roots of ~he trees were not removed 2 of heavy 'v~getation 
3 of unproductive soil 4 it was devoid of minerals 5 it was inadequately irrigated 
30. According to this paragraph we nQw protect our forests by-
1 using oil for fuel 2 diversified farming 3 building more brick houses 
· 4 preventing unnecessary injury to trees 5 manufacturing building materials .. ... 
VII 
Wampum had many uses among the Indians. It was made of beads, pieces 
of stone, and shell, through which holes were drilled. These were strung to-
gether on deerskin thongs. The long chains were worn around the neck, and 
many thousands of these beads were woven into the famous wampum belts. 
These belts were embroidered with meaningful designs. Wampum ornaments 
were not only used as personal adornment but served on many serious occasions. 
Since the Indians could not write, pictures showing certain parts of the treaties the 
Indians made were pictured in the wampum to help them remember. The head 
. of each tribe had his own particular dyes and pattern~, which made his belts and 
chains unlike those of the other members of his tribe. Wampum was also the only 
money the Indians had. They used it to buy things just as we use our coins today. · 
31. The paragraph says that wampum was used for-
1 drilling holes in shells 2 stringing pieces of stone and shell 
3 decorating wigwams 4 a variety of purppses 5 fashioning head ornaments .. 
32. The best title for this paragraph is-
3 The V arie~ Uses of Wampum 
1 Indian Belts 2 Wampum Used as Money 
4 Wampum Designs 5 Tribal Customs . . ... . 
33. The chief's wampum belts differed from the others in- 1 shape and weight 
2 color and design 3 stones and shells 4 length of chains 5 money and coins 
34. Wampum was made into- 1 colored headgear 2 Indian moccasins 
3 chains and belts 4 weapons of war 5 metal coins .. .. . ... . ...... . : . .. .. .. . 
35. Wampum chains were strung on- 1 strips of leather 2 string 3 metal chains 
4 wire 5 raffii ................. : . .. .. ...................................... . 
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VITI Durrell-Sullivan: Read. Achievem't: Inter. B 
. Several boys who lived near each other and had played together for a long time 
decided to form' a club. They agreed to have a clubhouse, · secret signals and signs, 
and various duties and responsibilities for each member. They appointed a temporary 
leader, and later by secret ballot elected a chief. At the end of six weeks they had 
built and furnished a small clubhouse in a field near by. They p'l.inted the name of 
their club over the door and erected a "No Trespassing" sign at the entrance. Each 
day. when school was over these lads would gather at the club to discuss secret matters 
and to determine future plans. They preferred to engage in an activity where each 
member contributed his part in the work. Finally they chose to build a canoe. The 
information they needed was obtained from books secured at the library. The con-
struction kept them busy for several weeks, and when the canoe was completed they 
were very proud of the results. 
36. The boys decided that whatever work the club did should be- 1 2 3 4 5 
1 helpful 2 shared 3 temporary 4 well paid 5 during vacation ....... . ! ! 
37. The best title for this story is- 1 Building a Clubhouse 2 A Successful Boys' Club z 3 
3 A Secret Code · 4 Securing Information 5 Election of 'a Leader .. : ....... . . . 
38. The final project this paragraph mentions is-
1 exploring with the canoe 2 having secret signs and signals 3 electing a leader 2 ll 
4 constructing a canoe 5 securing books from the library · ................... .. . 
39. The use of the clubhouse was-
1 limited to the members 2 extended to everyone 3 granted to the boys' families 
4 restricted to the chief 5 given to the t:ntire neighborhood . ........ . .......... . 
40. The chief of the club was- 1 appointed temporarily 2 chosen by secret ballot 
41. 
3 decided by the parents 4 selected by the teacher 5 elected by a show of hands 
IX 
The largest, strongest, and most treacherous animal known to man is the wild ele-
phant. After training, 'this animal is easily managed and . man can train him to 
perform a variety of helpful tasks. These powerful beasts of burden accomplish with 
ease and rapidity the same amount of labor as twenty-four men or a dozen horses. In 
India and qther countries of the Far East wild elephants living iil(the jungles are cap-
tured by the natives and trained into profitable servants. They are very valuable 
because it is possible to teach them to transport heavy timber from the forests, to 
build roads, and to aid in military actions. In order to protect the future genei·ations 
of these animals, the law specifies the size an elephant must be before he can be taken 
into capt1v1ty. Young elephants trapped with the herds must be released to run wild · 
again in order to increase the number of elephants from year to year. 
The physical vigor of the elepha~t is best demonstrated when he- 1 is trapped 
2 is released from captivity 3 achieves the tasks of many workers 1 
4 aids military actioJ?.S 5 fights in the jungle ....... . . ... .... ... ............... ! 1 
42. The elephant is particularly profitable to man because - _ 
1 he can always be sold 2 he produces ivory 3 the law protects him 1 
4 of his value in circuses 5 he helps in constructing roads ............. . ........ H 
. The best title for this paragraph is ·- 1 Capturing Elephants in Ind~a 
2 . An Exciting Adventttre. 3 Destroying Wild Elephants 1 
I .. 4 The Treachery of Elephants . 5 How the Elephant Serves Man ................. ~ ~ 
paragraph says that wild elephants are trained by- 1 English soldiers 1 
2 animal keepers 3 natives 4 Indian officials 5 elephant hunters ..... ... ·: :. 
to the paragraph young trapped elephants-
are purchased by circuses 2 grow up in captivity q die when they are caught 
4 are sold to zoos 5 are allowed to go free ........ ... ........................ . 
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X Durrell-Sullivan: Read. Achievem't: Inter. B .... 
Botany, or the study of plant life, is an interesting science. Most plants require 
sunshine, food, water, air, light, and warmth for strength and energy. ·They live by 
extracting certain substances from the soil and air. The hairy roots which hold the 
, plant in the ground also dr'ain water and mineral salts from the earth . . The stem 
which grows above the earth holds the leaves up to the sunlight. The leaves play a 
very important part in the life of a plant. Since plants cannot get all the food they 
need from the ground, they m·ust manufacture the rest themselves . Leaves are filled 
with tiny pores which cannot be seen by the naked eye. A gas called carbon dioxide 
is absorbed from the air through these holes. This unites with water in the presence 
of sunlight and forms foods. Thus starches and sugars which the plant needs for 
growth are made. 
46. The root is vital to the plant because it- 1 makes sugars and starches 2 is often edible 
3 is full of tiny pores 4 absorbs air and light 5 absorbs food from the soil 
47. Starches and sugars ·are- · 1 taken directly from ~he soil 
2 .absorbed through the hairy roots 3 taken directly from the air . 
4 detrimental to the plant 5 manufactured by the plant ... . .................... ! i 
48. The best title for this paragraph is- 1 The Plant and Its Roots 
2 The Nourishment of Plants ~ Botany, an Interesting Science 
4 Sugars and Starches in Plants 5 Plants and Their Leaves ..... .. . .. . . . . ... ... i i 
49. According to this paragraph carbon· dioxide- 1 is rejected by plants 2 kills plant life 1 
3 is used as fertilizer 4 directly nourishes plants · 5 helps form starches and sugars i! 
50. The paragraph says that one function of the stem is to-
1 absorb water from the soil 2 support the leaves 3 manufacture carbon dioxide 1 
4 absorb sunshine 5 store ·up water .... . ... .. · .. . .. . . ........................ :: 
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XI 10+ 
The present-d ay method of traveling exten'sively by automobile necessitates the 
building of good roads which must constantly be repaired and improved in order to 
insure safety to the millions of people who speed over our highways. Today many 
different materials are used in the construction of these highways, but prob ably the 
most common of these are concrete and asphalt. Although many men have experi-
mented and presented valuable information to assist our engineers in building modern 
roads, we cannot help admiring the skill of the ancient Romans and Egyptians, whose 
roads were so well built that portions of them are in use today. Among the most 
famous of the old Roman roads is the Appian Way, which was begun over four hundred 
years before the birth of Christ . . Most of these ancient roads were constructed of 
hand-hewn stone blocks, particularly suitable for travel by chariot, the vehicle most 
commonly used during that period of history. These hard roads would not afford the 
comfort we demand in long-distance travel today, since we have become so accustomed 
to improved highways . 
61. According to the paragraph roads are being constructed continually because-
1 materials are less expensive than formerly 2 engineers are constantly e:xperimenting 
3 increased automobile travel demands them 
4 employment is thereby increased 5 of the competition with railroads .... ..... .. i i 
52. The chief consideration in modern road construction is to provide-
1 greater speed 2 access to scenic beauty 3 a maximum of safety 
4 erm n f rf 5 hi h . f il" :; p ane ce o su ace g ways or m ttary purposes ........ .. ...... .... . . ; ; 
63. The best title for this paragraph is- 1 Building the Earliest Roads · 
2 A Study of Modem Roads . 3 ~cient and Modem Roads 
4 Concrete and Asphalt Highways 5 The Significance of Highways · ..... . . . .. . .. . 
64. The paragraph says that highways are most frequently built of-
1 various materials 2 concrete and asphalt 3 stone blocks 
4 hardened clay bricks 5 a mixture of sand, gravel, and tar . · .................. . 
65. The Appian Way was-
1 an ancient Roman road 2 an aqueduct 3 an Egyptian road 
I • 4 the first concrete and asphalt road . 5 a method of road · construction 
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Durrell-Sullivan: Read. Act.ievem't: Inter. B 
I . 
xu 
One of the great shipyards of England constructed an exceptionally large steamship. 
It required nearly three years and the labor of several thousand men to complete this 
ambitious undertaking. Finally the great liner was finished and the day for her 
launching arrived. It is impossible to exaggerate the significance of this trial run, 
because upon it would depend the success or failure of all the time, energy, and money 
expended, as well as the future plans for the construction of other passenger vessels. 
From all over the British Empire and from many other parts of the world came skillful 
marine e~gineers to be present at this momentous event. The festive crowds lined 
both banks of the. river. Enthusiastic cheers arose when the ship slipped gracefully 
from the ways, glided into the water, and in a few moments began to move under her 
own power, as the enormous engines started to pound. The test soon proved that 
everything had been done as planned, and those thousands of people watching, as .well 
as people everywhere on earth at all interested in ships, knew that the huge vessel was 
·a success. The magnificent liner then went back to the dockyard for her final 
adjustment. 11+. 
66. The results of the test w.ere .,--
1 inconclusive 2 gratifying 3 contradictory 4 disheartening 2 
5 . insignificant ....... .. ............ · ....... . .................................. ~ ~ 
67. The engineers who built the ship were anxious because-
1 the trial run was postponed 2 the great crowds impeded the launching 
3 so much depended on the results of the trial run 2 
4. the launching was not properly scheduled 5 final adjustments had not been mad~ .. 
68. The best title for this paragraph is -
1 Shipbuilding in England 2 Launching a Great Liner 3 A Festive Crowd 2 
4 A Momentous Occasion 5 Docking a Great Liner ... .. .................. . .. . 
69. After the launching, the liner-
1 was scrapped 2 sailed for America 3 took on passengers 2 
4 returned to be put in final order 5 capsized and sank ........................ . 
' . 
The trial run was attended by-\ 60. 
1 a small crowd · 2 · the entire British Empire 3 many cheering spectators 2 
4 marine engineers only 5 no one except naval officers ........................ . 
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Durrell-Sullivan: Read. Achievem't: I11ter. B 
Spot was a little black and white puppy. He belonged to Mary and Tom 
Jones, who lived on a chicken fann in the country. .There were hundreds of 
fuzzy baby chickens as well as mother hens and roosters on the farm. Spot 
loved to chase the little' furry balls around ; but Mr. Jones did not want him 
to do this, as it was not good for the little chickeps. One day, when Spot 
was racing after the chickens, a mother hen saw him and became angry. She 
flew at . him, and he started to run . away before she could peck him. There 
was a pan of water standing near by. Spot did not see it and fell into it in his 
haste. He came out dripping wet. It frightened him so that he was cured of 
chasing chickens any more. 
II 
It was a thrilling experience for Bill Todd, who as the guest of his Uncle 
John was attending his first circus. They arrived early so that Bill could 
walk about to observe the anirrials in their cages and have an opportunity 
to visit the side shows. About noon Uncle John suggested that they stop 
at one of the booths and h;'!.ve lunch. The circus grounds were fast becoming 
thronged, arid Bill's uncle advised him to remain near so that he would not 
be lost in the crowd. Seeing many people at a near-by stall, Bill " wedged 
his way ahead to find out what the attraction was. For several minutes he 
. gazed with awe at a heavily bearded man who was lifting great weights with 
his teeth. Desirous of seeing the next attraction, Bill turned to rejoin his 
uncle. Suddenly he discovered he was hemmed in on all sides by strangers. 
Fear stole over him, and he rushed through the crowd. Trying to appear 
calm, he looked about for a policeman who could help hi~. A short distance 
away, hear the main entrance, stood a kindly-faced officer to whom he told 
his predicament. Following the instructions of the policeman, Bill remained 
near the booth, standing high above the crowd on a platform. The policeman 
called the name of Bill's uncle through a megaphone. Bill looked •eagerly. 
Soon he saw a man hurry forward. He recognized his uncle's hat and shouted 
to attract his attention. They were both greatly relieved to have found each 
other, and you may be sure that Bill remained close to his uncle the rest of 
the day. 
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LESSON 1 
Word Cl~ssiticat1on with Rhzme Clues 
Directions: \i r1te .. F .. it the word i s the name of a 
tlor""r• or "B" it 1 t is the name ot a. bird. 
Listen fire t to the ~.,rord that r-hymes l·ri th 
the one to be fl ashed. 
lli! 
1. ca rrot 
2 . hazy 
:3· p a rk 
4. fork 
s. beagle 
6. hilly 
7. hos e 
8. dobbin 
9. pail 
10. f a ncy 
lv'ord flash 
parrot 
daisy 
l ark 
s tork 
eagle 
lily 
rose 
robin 
quail 
pansy 
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LESSON 2 
Word Claseltioatl,on with JY1.m~ . Clues 
Directions~ \!fr1 te 11 L 11 lf the woX'd. 'is rela ted to l and 
and 11 W11 1t 1 t fs rela·ted to watel'. L1s'ten 
tirst to· the "t<Tord that r}lymea w1 th the one 
to be tlae}led. 
Clue 
1. rounta1n 
2. dairy 
j. motion 
4. rally 
s. dJ9eam 
6. leak 
7. liver 
a. shield 
9. ring 
10. rain 
\ior<l :tlaeh 
mountain 
prairie 
ocean 
Talley 
stream 
creak 
r1ver 
t1eld 
spring 
pl~1n 
LESSON ) 
trioJ:!<i Cla.es11'~~ .a.t1op wltq, Mzme Clues 
Directions: Thfjse words are a. bout rs.st motion and slow 
motion. Wr1t~ ."F11 ror ta.et and tts• tor 
slow. Listen first to the word ,that rhymes 
with the one to be flashed. 
C*u~ 
1. 
2. 
J. 
4. 
j. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
. 9. 
10. 
sleep 
bawl 
Jeep 
sound 
ring 
sag 
lash 
hush . 
J'Qlt 
teed 
\·fo!$ rJ.ash 
o_reep 
crawl 
leap 
bound 
epr1ng 
drag 
dash 
rqsh 
bol~ 
speed 
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LESSON 4 
Word Olass1t1ce.U1on .w1th RhYme CltJ:es 
~· - a . J •. , .. • ;. . . s .P J . J . - •• - ~- . a . .. . .. . . s.. . . 
D1reot1onsc The words are about names or t::MJ.1t .and 
Clue 
-
l . mercy 
2. we a~ 
J. sbapt 
4. whit-
s. demon 
6 .. realm 
7- ~:r~aple 
8. church 
9·. dl"WW. 
10. reach 
names or tr.,es . These trees bear no eat-
l ng tru:lt . \'lrtte "F., tor tru1t or 1 Tit tor 
tree. Listen t1rst to the .word that rhymes 
w1th the one to be flashed. 
~'lord flash 
peaJ' 
grape 
ttr · 
lemon 
elUt 
maple 
birch 
plum 
pea ch 
6? 
LESSON 5 
\iord Olase1t1cat1on toi1 th lq'lYtqe Clues 
Part x· 
Directions: It the word means to eat, write 'E" and 1f 
it means to sleep, w~1~~ 18 11 ~ Listen first 
to the word that rhymes with thP. one ·to be 
flashed. 
Clue 
-
1. dribble 
2, lumbeli' 
J . cap 
4. lunch 
5. flew 
Part II 
Word flash 
nibble 
s iumbe~ 
nap 
munch 
chew 
Directions : ~Y'r1 te 'L11 1t' the word ·means to look and 1 Htt 
1t the word means to h.1t. Listen first to 
the word tha.t rhyme a 'td th tbe one to. be 
flashed. 
Clue 
l.. l1k• 
2. la.nct 
3. hair 
4. eo\.\nd 
s. rare 
Woro flash 
e1~1ke 
glance 
stare 
pound 
glare 
LESSON 6 
tiord. Claesltioatlon w11:h Clues 
Directions: 'l'hese words are related to the weather. 
E.aoh word will be ehOl<tn slowly and the 
meaning explained. Read each one aloud. 
The second time • ,.,hen all the words are 
flashed quickly, something will be said 
with each word. It the statement is true, 
write llflt and it the statement is false, 
write .. F ... 
Word .. tlash 
1. Att.e.r a atom, we sometimes see a ------- rainbow 
2. Mixed snow with rain ox- nail 1e --------· sleet 
J. Another name tor pouring rain is ------- mis-e 
4. \fue·n snow flakes fall slowly' it' e a ---- blizzard 
5. Bouncing :f'l."'zen raln is -------------.... --- ba1:l 
6. A very strong wind is a -------·--.--~--- breeze 
7. When the rain t'al.ls, the sky is -------- cloudy 
8.. A a ott gentle wind is a ------------... --- ge.l·t 
9. A short tall or light x-ain is a --·------ shower 
10. When the sun shines, th~ weather i .e ---·- ta1r 
.LESSON 7 
Word Claas1t1oat1on ~.,1 th Clues 
Directions t Th,e.se words are namee ot insects. Each word 
will be shown slowly and the .mean1ng will be 
explained. . Read eaoh one alo~d. The second 
time, tfhen all the words a.re flashed quickly f 
something will be said about each one. Ir 
the statement is true, Wl"ite "T" and tr the 
et.atement is tnlse,. ~·tr1 te '"F•. 
Clue 
~
1. It rubs its wings to make a chi~. 
2. It is .aometimes tu,;zy all over. 
.). ~t 1e ns busy as _ a bee. 
4. lt Jumps rrom place to pla.oe •. 
.5. It has large beautiful colored. w1nge. 
6. It is ~. great jumper. 
7. It maltes bu'tt.et-. 
e. It spins a web. 
9. Some look like big buttert11ee. 
10. We use s'1cky paper t .o catch them. 
cricket 
caterpillar 
ant 
mosquito 
grasshopper 
butterfly 
spider 
moth 
flies 
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LESSON 8 
\ford . Classitie$:t1on with Clue! 
. . . . I J , . - . ~ . . • • • S 
Direc~ions: Thee~ wor.de are related to oocupatione . 
Each word will be .shown slowlr and 'tl:u~ . 
•Aaning explained. Read eaeh one aloud. 
The second time* when all the t..rorQ.e are 
flashed qutoklY ~· something 'fill be said 
about e~H}h one~ It the statement is true • 
w1'1te "Ttt and. 11' the statemen~ 1e ta.lse ., 
write •Ftc. 
Clue 
.............. 
1. X'ou see h1m .a.t o. golt t1eld. 
2.. She works in a beauty parlor. 
). l:ou see him 1n the. army. 
4. Het fixes your t$eth. 
s. He is a. oh~rch lead$r. 
6. He takes care of' buildings. 
? • He d1ge d1 tches tor a 11v1ng. 
8. He punohea tickets. 
9. He sells things f'rom place to place. 
10. He travels a lO.t. 
Wot:d t;aeh 
aaddf 
dl'essmaker 
ea1'lor 
dentis~ 
pr.~aoher 
Jan~ tor· 
president 
conductor 
off3,c.er 
salesman 
7l 
LESSON 9 
\ford Cla.ss1f1cat1on with CJrues 
Direot1ontH These words name- difterent parts at a. ship. 
Each tiord 1o1111 be sho;..'l} slowly and the 
meaning eXplained. nee.d each one aloud. 
Tb.e aeoond time; when all the words are 
flashed quickly, eometh1ng about each word 
w11l be aeked. Foro your answer, write "Y 11 
tor yes or tt·N't tor no .. 
l. Is the torward par~ ot the ebip called the -- bow 
2~ Oan you look throu.gh a ... _ ................................ ________ ...... porthole 
3· would you steer a ship wS. th the _______ .,.._.,.,.. __ anchor' 
4~ Can you walk on the ................... ,.. ...... _ ... .,.,. ....... _ .. _ ......... ...,... cleck 
s. Would you expect to see smoke trom a --~---~- tunnel 
6. \vould you e:xpeot to see water under the --·-- bridge 
7. •to go to the Upper d.eck, would YO\l olimb the- mast 
8. Would you ele:pect a ship to ca rry a -------... -- p1er 
9. Can the· paaeEmg~re ot e !!hip see the __ .,...,. ,.. __ keel 
10. Is the hind part ot the nh1p called the --"ll'-- stern 
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L:ESSON 10 
i;ord Claes!.t1ca.t1on with Clues 
Directions: 'l'hese words are related to an automobile. 
Each word will be shown slowly and the 
meaning expla.1n$d~ Re.ad ea.oh one aloud. 
The eecond time, ~hen all the words are 
tla.ehed quickly, something about each 110rd 
will be asked~ For your a.nswel', -r1te "Y11 
to't" yes or ttN* tor no. 
Clu$ Wo1~ .tlash 
l. Would you pour gasoline in the ........... ..,. ... _______ radiator 
2. Ga.n you drive wi:thou't a ............ -_...,.,_ ... _ ... .,..,.. .............. wheel 
3. It you. wished to stop would you use the --- brake 
4~ Uo car dr1Yers need a -------------... --...... --- 11oenee 
J;. Do you turn 'the 1gn1 \1on s w1 to.h on ' 1th a - ke.7 
6. Do you steer· the car with a. ....... """'_ ..... _ ... _ ....... ____ tender 
7. Do you, put a.1r 1n the ............... .,... __ .,. _______ .,...., ___ bttmper 
8. Ie the cover over your motor the _.._. ... _ ... _...,___ hood 
9. tt Y'OlJ. had. a :fla:t t1re,. would you use a --- Jack 
10. tiould your car start without a --------·--- battery 
LESSON 11 
Word ClaseificS;}ion without Clues 
Directions~ These word.s tell about things to eat. 
\f ord, flash 
l. Jello 
2. cookies 
:;. sausage 
4. bacon 
,5. beet 
6. pastry 
?. pork 
8. pie 
9. custard. 
10. ham 
\'ir1 te lf)(tt 1f the word is the name or some 
kind of meat or write •oat it it 1s a 
dessert. 
LESSON 12 
\l(ord c;ass1_fio~t1on wltQOtft Clues 
D1r~ct1one: . It the word means something about an ail'- · 
plane, write teA* or 1! .1t means som•th1ng 
about a train, wr1 te 11 T•. 
Word tlaeh 
1 • . Propeller 
2. eng1net:r 
3· pullman 
4. oookp1t 
s. tre1ght 
6. avia..toJ-
?. parac~ute 
8. hangar 
9· cowcatcher 
lO. caboos• 
'IS 
LESSON 1:3 
w~~ .. C:Jraas1ric8.tion v~ thost, Clttee 
Direct1ontn It the na.r.ne ot t he word ts something sott , 
wr ite •a• ox- it it 18 something ha rd , 
Wl'i t.e "H 11 • 
\'lord flash 
. ' 
l .. tea ther e 
2. oot,on 
; . steel 
4 . coal 
S• cement 
6. pillow · 
?. rock 
8. cushion 
9. sponge 
10. ms:ttrese 
.LESSON 14 
!{o.~ ClJlSe it1cat1on w1 thoqt dlute 
Directions~ lhese words a.'re tbt names ot things you 
wear. It 1t 1a aomE'th1ng you wea~ on yolU' 
teet or l~ge , w:rite •F• or it 1t 1 s some-
thing you wear on your body or head , wr ite 
•a• . 
Word t;laes 
l . swea.teJ' 
2. e.loalt 
), moccasins 
4. sniJ-t 
s. bonnet 
6. socks 
7. atockil"..gs 
8. slippers 
9. apron 
10. gown 
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LESSON l.!) . 
WArd c~~-p1t4.~~~tto,n wJ:thout Ol\1~! 
D1rec'C1ons~ These w:o:rds are n8.J!les ot vegetables.. Write 
Word 
l. 
2. 
3· 
4. 
,. 
6. 
7· 
a. 
9· 
lO. 
flash 
:radish 
tomato 
potato 
o~ion .. 
<:v.ownber 
~\lrn1p 
squash 
oa.bba.ge 
melon 
be_,~ 
•u.. 1t tbe . vttgetable ts under the. eu:rfaee 
ot . the ground or . "O.. 1.t 1 t is over ~he 
surface or the, ~~nd .. 
~ord o;'\s_s~t1e.at1qn ,W,\ thout _ ,C~u.e.a 
D1re.c't1ons: 'l'h.ese worQ.e are names or animal$ w1 th. tur 
and an1male w1th shell. Wr111e .. ,, tor a 
tu:r a.n1mal or w!'itt~ 11 S• tor· a. shell animal. 
1'/ord t'laeb 
• 
1. wal~ 
~. orab 
J·. beaYer. 
4, otte• · 
,. seal 
6. tu:rtle 
7'! snail. 
8 .. mink 
9, lobster 
10. mu.altra~ 
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LJ;SSON 17 
. . 
\'l'()l::d .,C,la~~\f1o._at1ol'l· -~~ th.o't~ Clues 
Directions; Theee worde are about a x-a.nch e.nd rt hoe-
' . 
pi~al . It the word meane something 
connected with a ranch, write "R1 or it the 
wo~ 1e related to a hospital , Wl"ite •n•. 
\'lord tlash 
l~· cowboy 
2 . dootor 
J .. nurse 
4. ho~se 
s. saddle 
6. med1oS.ne 
7~ lasso 
8. thet'Dlometer 
9 .. boots 
10. bandage 
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LESSON lS 
"woro Cl:a,a~1t'lcAt.1on wtthgut _Cllu~s 
. . -- - . - -
Directions: E.aeh word is about something that has a 
rtJd or yellow or green c.olor. Wr1 te •R• 
tor: red., »ytt tor yellow o,jo tl(}lt tof! green. 
Word .tlash 
1. eranbentea 
2. tern 
) . golde1u~d. 
4. banana 
s. oowslip 
6. cardinal 
7. eanart · 
8. ahe~ry 
9. piokle 
10. dandelion 
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LESSON 19 
Word Classification without Glues 
Directions .~ Write 11 A" it the word ie the n8:Jile of an 
an1mal or ttF• if it is a t1a.h. 
Word flash 
l. perch 
2. elephant · 
3. hare 
4. skunk 
.5· shark 
6. trout 
1. woodchuck 
8. s1ratte 
9. salmon 
10. raccoon 
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LESSON 20 
' ' }ford Cla.seit1ca.,:t1on w1t~outClu~p 
Directions: Wr1 t& "T" it the wor'd i.e the nE'.me of some-
thing that belongs !n e. tool box or MS* 1 t 
1t belongs ln a. sewing box. 
tiord tlaeh 
l~ thre&d 
2. scissors 
). nails · 
4. saw 
;. h.alnnler 
6. needle 
1· thimble 
8. tilt 
9. sorewdr1'fer 
10. pins 
LESSON 21 · 
yerbe- Antofllms and Syn~nrms 
D1rect~.ons; l .f the word clue mea~e the same as th~ word 
flashed, wr1te • s ~t. 
Clue 
-
1. m1m1c 
2. lend 
J. appear 
4. pull 
s. gather 
6. fail 
7. frighten 
8. a.c~ 
9. smile 
10. beg 
It the t'ford olue hns a different mee.ntng 
than tha t of the word flashed, wr1te HD 11 • 
11om, flash 
1m1tate 
borrow 
VA.nieh 
haul 
collect 
succeed 
scare 
pertorm 
frown 
urge 
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LESSON 22 
~•rb8- An,t:onzms .and .SznoPl.ms 
Directions: If the word clue means the same as the word 
tlashed, write iS II . 
Ol.ue 
-
1. d1YIIJ 
2 . t1x 
:; . gather 
4. injure 
,. motion 
6. f$0 
?. agree 
8. g1--a.ep 
9·. ~remble 
10. seize 
It the wol'd clue has a different meaning 
than that ot the word tlashed, write "D•. 
Word flash 
pl unge 
rep ail-
eoatter 
harm 
signal 
bait 
1 ~p 
shiver 
snatch 
LES50H 2j 
verl!@.-•• &ntomt! and, sz:ao!}l!U 
Directions-: lt' the w.Q~ elue means th~ SAllle afl the "tororc\ 
Clue 
. ....._ 
l . JoUt 
2. da.nu:Lg• 
'~ J'01 
4. burn -
j . CJ'\18h 
'· 
mend 
1· k1ll 
8. tx-lm 
9- beal 
10. cn•awl 
tlaahed, "fl"l it "S tt, 
If tb"' woJ'(\ clue ba.E! a different meaning -
than tllat ot the word flashed; write "D" .. 
~Q~ ,tlafh 
-sepa.r~te 
wreck 
d~f)~y 
bttsten 
fHl'Uflt~t 
da"' 
~~~·~' 
dtcorate 
cure 
scampe,_. 
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LESSON 24 
Nouns- Antonz;ms and Synonme 
D1rec.t1one~ It the word Clue rneans the same as the ,,ord 
tlashed, wr1 ~e •stt. 
2. 
friend 
bag 
j. :fee.e~ 
4. ~1'en1ng 
s. soldier 
6. sorl"ow 
It the word elue has a d1tterent meaning 
than tha.t ot the word !lashed, w:r1t& 11 D" .. 
t'iord flash 
7. !ndi,an bra'Ve 
enemy 
s ack 
banqu~t 
dawn 
warrior 
g:r1et 
squaw 
pr1.ncese 
queen 
aunt 
8. pr1noe 
9. king 
10. uncle 
LESSON 2$ 
Nouns- Antonzma and Sznontms 
Directions: It 'the word olue means 'the same as the word 
flashed, write •s•. 
l. 
2. 
j. 
4. 
5· 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
anger 
dirt 
circle 
trip 
package 
view 
l1te 
money 
It the word clue has a di:t':t'e~ent meaning 
than that of the t-ford tlashed, wr1 te "DM. 
Wor-d flash 
rage 
soil. 
square 
voyage 
bundle 
ecener;r 
death 
cash 
eubtrac11on add1t1on 
cluster clump 
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LESSON 26. 
Now;as...; An toms . a,nd . Sfl'lOl'J.li!!S 
Directions: lt the word olue means the same as the word 
flashed• write •s•. 
Clue 
-
1 .. duty 
2· Joy 
l· spring 
4. t1~ld 
.5· twilight 
6 .. desert 
7. tea. the~ 
e. wood 
9. me roy 
10. ~a'f'ertt 
lt the 1-.rord clue has a. <'litterent meaning 
than that of the word flashed , 1*11'1 te *D If • 
\ford tla.ah 
t ·aak 
SOl'":rGW 
a.utunui 
pasture 
dusk 
Jungle 
plume 
timbe.r 
1t,. p . " 
inn 
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LESSON 27 
NUec;-~i;Y,4tS- Anto!l}'me and Sl;nowms. 
Directions: It the word clue means tne same as the '"ord 
tl&ehed, wrl te 11 51·• 
If the word clue has a d1tterent meaning 
than that or the word tlaehed, wr1 te· lf:O•. 
l. quiet 
2. worried 
J. dull 
4. damp 
j. bus)' 
6.. poor 
1. oau.,ious 
8. die turbed 
9· aged 
.lO. sweet 
\1/ord .tlasb 
silent 
anXious 
stup1d 
ntois' 
idle 
wealtb1 
caret\U 
calm 
a.ne1ent 
sour 
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l-ESSON 28 
AdJecttYes-.~$ogtns and ~ll'iOfll!S 
Directions; I:r the word clue means the same as the t.rord 
tlashed, t-tr!.te •a• .. 
Olue 
~
l. .rough 
2. deep 
J . reettU.l 
4. sensible 
.s. sat:e 
6 .. kind 
.,, swift 
a. tresh 
9· saving 
lO . sunligh~ 
It the word clue tme a d1:ttet-tent meaning 
than that or the word rlashed, ,.,rite "D 11 • 
Word. flash 
smooth 
ehAll.ow 
comto:rtable 
orazr 
dangerous 
gentle 
ra.p1d 
s~ale 
thritt1 
shadf 
LESSON 29 
M,J8·o,t1ves- . Antonz~e and .sznonme 
Direot1ons ~ !t the \·roN. olu.e means the same as the word 
tlaehed, writ.$ 11 8 11 • 
!f 'the word clue }las e. d1tferent meaning 
than that Ot the iOrd flashed, virl te. "D 11 • 
Clue 
l. weak 
2. be.d 
3 • <lU.tfJl' 
4. polite 
5· narNw 
6. expena1Te 
1. a;ngX7 
8. terr1t1o 
9. ea..-ne 
10. good-l:ook1ng 
Wo.rd flash 
s~urd1 
evil 
Odd 
rude · 
broad 
oh.,a.p 
furious 
tremendous 
' ""' oppos_ .. e 
handsome 
LESSON )0 
M1scell~.neoue~ ,Ant,\>lllm~ and ,Stnom:ma 
Directions:: itt the word clue means the erune as the word 
flashed, wr1'e •s•; 
Olue 
l. 
z • 
.J• 
4· 
s. 
6. 
1· 
8. 
9· 
10. 
burn 
selle:o 
open 
straigh' 
d%"$neh 
east" 
last 
t1d1 
awkward 
w1te 
lt the word clue bas a d1tte~ent meaning 
than that of the word tlashed, vrite MDk . 
Woro tlaeli 
blaz·e 
buYel'" 
close 
curly 
so·a:k 
dittloult 
t1x-a~ · 
neat 
gra.cetul 
husband. 
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